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ABSTRACT
This study has been focused on questions of the importance and
feasibility of performing experiments on droplet burning at zero gravity
in Spacelab. The underlying interest is to acquire basic information
that will advance knowledge of the physics and chemistry of droplet
combustion, with attention directed specifically to the chemical kinetics,
heat and mass transfer, and, fluid mechanics of the phenomena involved.
The work was divided into three phases, the justification Study, the
feasibility study and the conceptual development of a preliminary design.
In the first phase, a study was made of the status of the theory of droplet
t
burning, , and available experimental results were reviewed, with the
intention of defining potential gains from zero-g experiments. In the
second phase, experiments on droplet burning were designed and performed
in the NASA 2.2-second drop tower, to investigate the feasibility of
obtaining the desired information without ,going into space and to define
the unique contributions that experiments in Spacelab may provide.
Results from the experiments performed during the second phase revealed
a few new facts concerning droplet burning, notably burning rates in
excess of theoretical prediction and a phenoizienon of flash extinction,
both likely traceable to accumulation of carbon produced by gas .phase.
pyrolysis in the fuel-rich zone enclosed by the reaction surface. However,
these experiments also ,showed that primarily due to timing difficulties,
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it was not possible to obtain a stationary droplet burning freely, away.
from supporting probes in the absence of gravity, for time periods in
excess of one second. This work thus supplied evidence favoring per-
formance of the experiments in Spacelab. It also resulted in preliminary
designs for items of equipment, notably a remotely operated syringe for
forming a droplet and placing it at a desired position, a low-energy,
capacitive, ignition system for igniting the droplet with low impulse and
a motion-picture system for photographing the combustion process. These
•x
results were used in the third phase of the work, the conceptual design
of the Spacelab experiment. In addition, during the third phase attention
was devoted to studies of methods for remote-controlled droplet positioning
in zero gxavity.0 An electrostatic method for droplet positioning was
established as being desirable, and electrical parameters of droplets
un electrostatic fields, relevant to the design of such a positioning device,
were measured. The phase of conceptual design terminated with a
specification of equipment and procedures for studying droplet burning
at :zero gravity in Spacelab. The primary results to be obtained from
J
such experiments appear to be clarification of the role of time-dependent
phenomena in droplet burning, establishment of relationships between
extinction phenomena and chemical kinetics for various types of droplet
f
	
	
extinctions and elucidation of the role of carbon production in droplet
burning.
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.1.	 INTRODUG TION
Among the many branches of physics and chemistry whose scientific
knowledge might be improved through specifically designed experiments
performed in Spacelab; combustion holds an unusual position in that basic
information developed in the subject is likely to be comparatively immediately
applicable to practical problems such as the efficient and pollution-free
utilization of energy resources, The present investigation is concerned
with a particular aspect of combustion that is of both basic and applied
interest, namely, droplet burning. The objective is to document ways
in which Spacelab experiments on droplet burning may be expected to
advance basic understanding of the phenomenon, and to define specific
experiments, including hardware aspects, having a high probability of
producing results of appreciable scientific impact. The study was divided
into the three phases identified in the abstract. The presentation that
follows is divided into three sections, each corresponding to one of the
phases of the study. The presentation in each section will be brief, with
technical details contained in appendices. Following the sections on the
three phases of the work is a section stating the contributions of the various
personnel involved in the proJect and identifying publications. The final
section lists the major, general conclusions reached.
i4
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2. JUSTIFICATION
The justification phase of this work addressed the question of
ascertaining the need for experimentation on droplet combustion at zero
gravity. The main activity during the justification phase involved a
detailed review of existing literature on droplet burning. Results of
this review are given in Appendix A, where it is indicated that important
unknowns currently exist concerning effects of unsteadiness and of finite-
rate chemistry on droplet burning and that zero-g experiments provide
'a
i'	 an attractive means for investigating these effects. The first intention
of zero-g experimentation would be to attain spherical symmetry, thereby
facilitating interpretation of experimental results. Attempts to achieve
spherical symmetry through reduction, of pressure generally result in
i
extinction occurring prior to attainment of spherical burning, and attempts
to achieve spherical symmetry through reduction of droplet size lead to
observational difficultins that generally prevent an individual droplet
from being observed for its entire burning history. Reduction in gravity
is the only other way to decrease the buoyancy effects that are responsible
for departures from spherical symmetry.
Consideration was given to reasons for selecting Spacelab experiments
as the means for obtaining essentially zero gravity. The reasoning rests
on the observation that droplets on the order of 1 mm in diameter typically
burn for times on the order of 10 sec. Drop - tower experiments therefore
provide insufficient time for observation of the complete burning histories
n r p
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of the larger droplets of interest. Moreover, as discovered during the
experiments performed in connection with the feasibility portion of this
study, there are timing problems associated with drop-tower experiments.
The release mechanisms for removing the support from the droplet imparts
a motion to the droplet, and the experimental apparatus must be exposed
to zero gravity at the instant that normal gravity has reduced this release-
induced velocity to zero. Since difficulties in precise tinning of the release
of',a package increases as the weight of the package increases, and since
the required weight of the package increases with the zero-g time, there
is a limit on the burning times of free, stationary droplets that can be
studied in drop towers. These timing problems have been solved for the
50-1b packages needed in obtaining 1 sec of zero gravity but not for the
200-1b packages needed in obtaining 2 sec of zero-g. Thus, tinning problems
provide the main limitation that prevents drop towers from being employed
in the needed experiments on droplet burning at zero gravity.
;r
An alternative approach would be to perform the experiment in an
aircraft that flies a zero-g trajectory. Zero-g times on the order of
30 sec can be achieved in this way. Unfortunately there are also timing
problems associated with this approach. If the droplet is released auto-
matically as in the drop-tower experiments, then the same timing problems,
encountered in the drop tower, would occur, but with accentuated difficulty
because of the difficulty of placing the aircraft in the zero-g trajectory at a
controllable time. If, instead, the droplet is released after attainment of
r
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zero gravity, then a means for remotely controlling the position of the
free droplet is needed, and devices for doing this have positioning times
on the order of the zero-g trajectory time. Adding this complication,
which gives a low probability of success for any given run, to the necessity
for making many runs to obtain the desired data for various droplet and
atmospheric compositions, results in a long and expensive program having
a low probability of success. Therefore the aircraft approach is not
promising.
The only other alternative to performing the experiments in a space
vehicle is to employ unmanned rockets, which can provide zero-g
trajectories lasting minutes. Because of the remote nature of such a
rocket experiment, its design, would be formidable and .likely would
encounter timing a.nd observational problems due to the absence of an
on-board observer. In addition, the expense of such a program would
be quite substantial. Therefore the rocket approach also was not deemed
promising.
The experiments in Spacelab would have the advantage of affording
sufficient time to observe the droplet for its entire burning history, even
for relatively large droplets in the 1 cm size range. They also would
have the advantage of considerably reduced timing problems and of having
an observer on board to interpret results and to help in making decisions
concerning subsequent runs from results obtained in previous runs. The
Spacelab experiments would afford the opportunity to obtain a significant
IL
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amount of data for systematically varied conditions of droplet and
atmospheric composition. It was therefore concluded that use of
Spacelab is the most promising approach for obtaining the needed
experimental information.
3.	 FEASIBILITY
A large part of the feasibility phase of this work involved design
and performance of experiments in the 2. ^ second drop tower at Lewis
Research Center. The objectives of these experiments were first to
ascertain, whether the required experimental information could be obtained
in ground-based facilities and second to develop information concerning
key items of equipment needed in the conceptual design of the Spacelab
experiment. In all, a total of 67 drops were made in the tower. The
i apparatus employed is described in Appendix B, which is a technical paper
that was prepared on the basis of results of the first part of 'the testing.
A more complete discussion of the details of the apparatus may be found
in Appendix C, which is a thesis that was prepared on the basis of the
results of this work. Subsequent to completion of the thesis, which involved
37 drops, an additional series of tests, involving 30 more drops, was
I
run at the Lewis Research Center, addressed specifically toward the
timing problems. Details of this last series are not reported here because,
despite a number of changes motivated by the timing problems, the results
essentially confirmed those reported in_ Appendices -B and C.
,f
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Certain scientific results were obtained from the drop-tower tests.
These are summarized in Appendix D Additional details may be found
in Appendices B and C. Essentially, the new results concerning droplet
combustion were observations of enhanced burning rates and of Bash
extinction, both .likely indicative of carbon buildup. The drop-tower
tests proved to be worthwhile for obtaining qualitative information on
the character of droplet burning at zero gravity, bat they demonstrated
that the quantitative information needed for studying transient combustion
and extinction, as well as for testing the accuracy of quasi-steady droplet
burning theory, probably can be obtained only by performing experiments
in a space facility.
During the feasibility portion of this study, certain key fea_ibility
questions were identified. These were:
(a)	 What specific useful parametric studies of transient and
i
r
extinction phenomena in droplet burning need to be conducted in Spacelab
because of constraints imposed by ground-based facilities?
(b) What types of apparatus will be useful for establishing a
chamber having a controlled atmosphere within which experiments can
be performed on droplet burning at zero-g?
(c) What problems are likely to be associated with deployment
of spherical droplets at zero-g in controlled environments?
(d) What is the optimum ignition system and timing for achievement
of reprodicible ignitions of spherical droplets with minimum disturbances
at zero-g?
Nail I
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(e)	 What photographic systems are suitable for providing
adequate space and time resolution for observing transient burning and
extinction of spherical droplets at zero-g?
The resolutions of these key questions, as developed from the
results of the feasibility study, may be summarized as follows:
J
(a) Parametric studies were not attainable in the ground-based
a
experiments attempted. Timing restrictions permitted only qualitative
results to be obtained. The work shows a^at a facility such as Spacelab
is needed for obtaining quantitative results. The specific parametric
studies will be outlined in the section on Conceptual Design.
(b) The apparatus defined in NASA TM-78910, "Preliminary
Concept, Specifications, and Requirements for a Zero-Gravity Combustion
Facility for Spacelab, " by R. L. DeWitt, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohio 44135, June 1978, provides an adequate chamber, having
a controlled atmosphere, within which the experiments can be performed.
Successful interfacing of the droplet burning experiment with this
combustion facility is achievable.
(c) A remotely operated syringe, for placing a droplet on the
end of a gla:%s fiber in drop-tower tests, is described in Appendices B
and C. This same syringe design can be used in designing the instrument
to. deploy a droplet at a desired position inside the test chamber in the
Spacelab combustion facility. A mechanism may be incorporated to impart
a small impulse to the syringe, for the purpose of detaching the droplet
9
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from the syringe. Previous experiences, such as those in Skylab,
suggest that the problem of droplet deployment is not difficult to solve.
A means for controlling the position of the droplet in the chamber after
detachment also is needed. An electrostatic positioner appears to be
best suited for this task. The design of the electrostatic positioner is
discussed in the section on Conceptual Design. 	 ' 3
(d) A low-energy, retractable spark appears to represent the
optimal means for igniting the droplet in the chamber of the Spacelab
combustion facility. The design of the spark is discussed in Appendices
B and C. Consideration may be given to release of a small amount of
hydrogen at the spark for facilitating reprodicible ignition. This refinement
may be helpful but does not appear to be essential. Use of larger droplets
reduces the disturbance given to the droplet by the ignition process, and
the longer burning times associated with larger droplets present no
problem in Spacelab experiments, whereas they may prevent observation
of extinction in ground-based facilities. While ground-based experiments
require automatic timing of the spark, the optimal procedure in Spacelab
appears to be manual initiation of the spark, after the manually operated
droplet positioner has placed the droplet at the desired location in the
chamber.
(e) The 16 mm motion-picture camera operated at speed on the order
of 400 frames per second, as discussed in Appendices B and C, appear
to represent a suitable photographic means for providing adequate space
I
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and time resolution in acquisition of data on droplet burning. Provisions
for backlighting and for filters should be incorporated so that th.e droplet
diameter itself can be resolved, without obscuraction by flame radiation.
Thought should be given to use of more sophisticated instrumentation in
Skylab, namely interferometric photography to obtain density profiles,
adsorption spectrometry to obtain concentration profiles and sampling to
obtain species concentrations. However, these additional measurements
should be viewed as refinements, since the primary data can be obtained
by the photographic techniques that have been explored. Color photography
for general information, as well as the black-and-white photography for
data acquisition, should be considered.
The main general conclusion of the feasibility study is that the
feasibility questions appear to be adequately resolved. There appear to
be no remaining questions of principle that may prevent the experimental
pingran-i from being completed successfully. adequate systems for
droplet deployment and for data acquisition have been constructed, while
a promising approach to the problem of droplet positioning has been
identified.
4. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The objective of the third phase of this work was to .develop a
conceptual design of a Spacelab experiment on spherically symmetrical
16
burning of fuel droplets in oxidizing environments, with specific attention
given to transient effects and to effects of chemical kinetics, the latter
involving extinction phenomena and carbon buildup. This objective -involves
consideration of the hardware needed to snake the measurements and to
achieve well-controlled, reproducible conditions, sufficient for quantitative
testing of the quasi-steady theory of droplet combustion.
As currently envisioned, the experiment designisd ire. this phase of
the work will be conducted inside a chamber in w`iich a controlled environ-
ment exists. The characteristics of this chamber are described 'in Ref. 1
of Appendix E. The composition of the gases in the chamber, as well as
the pressure and temperature, will be known from measurements made
during chamber filling. Interior to the chamber will be (a) a syringe
device for droplet deployment, (b) an electrostatic device for droplet
positioning, and (c) a retractable spark for droplet ignition. Outside the
chamber will be (d) the gaseous and liquid consumables, (e) the plumbing
required to fill and evacuate t ze chamber prior to and after each test, a.nd
(f) a motion-picture camera, with lenses and backlighting, to photograph
the droplet as it burns. The viewing ports in the chamber will permit
photography to be accomplished, as the primary mode of data acquisition,
and will allow the experimenter to observe the test and to manually deploy
and position the droplet, start the camera and initiate the spark. Prior
to discussing experimental procedure, it is desirable to provide additional
information on each of the components assigned a letter above.
i
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r-(a) The syringe system is described in Section 4 of Appendix B
and in Section 5 of Appendix C, Figure 4 of Appendix C provides a diagram
of the syringe. Although this design was developed for drop-tower testing,
it possesses the attributes needed for remotely deploying a droplet in
the Spacelab experiment. A method is needed for detaching the droplet
from the end of the syringe remotely, The electrostatic positioner can.
.aid in this detachment. It is also desirable to fix an electromagnetically
activated spring mechanism to the adjustable support of the syringe, so
that the syringe can be retracted rapidly, over a distance of the order
of l cm, to dislodge the droplet without additional fuel being fed into it
by the plunger. This serves to provide an additional degree of control of
the initial droplet size.
(b) The electrostatic positioning device is described in Appendix E,
where it is also compared with other types of positioning devices. A
schematic diagram of the device appears in Figure 20 of Appendix E.
Complete testing of the electrostatic positioner in a ground.-based
laboratory cannot be performed because gravitational forces are comparable
with the electrostatic forces and thereby limit residence times of droplets
in the field. For this reason, the laboratory studies were focused on
rm,easuring design parameters that are critical to the operation of the
device, The results of these laboratory investigations are reported in	
3
Appendix E. With the data obtained in Appendix E, rational design of the
positioner is straightforward. It is of interest that although in theory
K
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the induced dipole moment of the droplet may cause its motion to be
sensitive to the field, in practice it appears that net negative changes
acquired by the droplet overbalance this effect and provide an enhanced
effectiveness of the system. The dual-mode capability of the system
is designed to exploit both effects.
(c) The low-energy, retractable spark system, developed in
connection with the drop-tower experiments is described in Section 4
of Appendix B and in Section 5 of Appendix C. Part of Figure 3 of
Appendix C shows a diagram of the spark, and part of Figure 5 of
Appendix C gives the circuit diagram. Some circuitry modifications
have been developed but are not shown; the optimal design is not unique.
The inodified retraction arrangement shown in Figure 1, employing
telescoping electrodes, seems preferable for the Spacelab experiment.
Electrode extension, spark firing and electrode retraction are to be
initiated manually in the Spacelab experiment.
(d) Requirements for liquid fuels are minimal in this experiment
because only one droplet is burned in each test. One liter of each of
the fuels to be tested is anticipated to be sufficient for the entire test
I
series. Fuels to be studied are heptane, decane, hexadecane, methanol,
a 50/50 mixture of ,heptane and hexadecane, kerosene, a heavy fuel oil,
and a water-fuel emulsion, 1076 water in hexadecane, with 276 Span 80
as an emulsifying agent. Gases to be employed are nitrogen and oxygen,
sufficient amounts of each being needed to fill the chamber to 1 atmosphere
I
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pressure 50 to 100 times, approximately one time for each experimental
run.
(e) The plumbing requirements, as well as the requirements for
measurement of pressure and temperature in the chamber, are consistent
a
with the chamber design described in Ref. 1 of Appendix E.	
i
(f) The motion-picture camera and its use are described in Section 5
of Appendix C. In the drop-tower testing, controllability was such that
r	 only a general view of the entire test area was useful. In Spacelab it
is anticipated that a lens system for obtaining magnified photographs of
I
the burning droplet itself will be useful. Also, backlighting of the droplet
is required, to aid in measurement of the droplet diameter on the film.
Instrumentation having greater sophistication, such as interferometry,
absorption spectroscopy and gas sampling, is not studied in this report
because it is felt that the major data of use will be the photographic records.
In further studies consideration should be given to more elaborate instru-
mentation, for use after the primary, photographic data is acquired.
The experimental procedure involves first placing the apparatus
inside the combustion chamber. The apparatus is to be inserted through
the lower port and raised to the observation position, opposite the upper
port. The apparatus is supported on a platform which holds the elements
3
of the positioning device, the electrodes for ignition and the syringe for
f
deployment of the fuel. The syringe must be filled in advance with the
fuel to be tested. The chamber need not be opened between runs, unless
ti
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it is desired to study a different fuel, in which case the syringe must be
removed and refilled.
4
	
	 The experiment is initiated by evacuating the test chamber and
purging the system with the gas mixture to be used in the test. After
gas motion ceases, the droplet is deployed by the syringe mechanism,
the syringe is retracted, the droplet is positioned between the electrodes
by the positioner, the electrodes are extended, and the data recording
system is initiated. The spark is then fired to initiate combustion, and
the electrodes are retracted. Tests are to be made both with and without
the positioner operating during spark and combustion, to ascertain the
effect of the positioner on the burning. After the combustion is completed,
the data recording system will be stopped and the chamber evacuated.
The primary parameters to be varied from run to run are the
pressure (0. 1 to 2 atm), the initial droplet size (0. 1 to 1 cm), the
atmospheric composition (20% oxygen, 80% nitrogen to 100% oxygen),
the fuel type (see (d) above), and the fuel and atmospheric initial temperatures.
An individual test will require less than five minutes to run.i
A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The
electrostatic positioner, the retractable electrodes, the syringe mechanism
and the photographic recording system all are indicated in the figure.
i
t The primary items of data to be obtained in these experiments are
the flame diameter and droplet diameter as functions of time. This
information will be extracted from the film records after return to Earth.
r
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The data will be obtained for the range of conditions outlined above,, to
test existing theories of quasisteady droplet combustion and to investigate
c
transient effects. Also to be measured are extinction diameters of droplets
as functions of these conditions. From information of that type, overall
rates of chemical reactions will be extracted by use of newly developed
theories. Equally important are qualitative observations of different
extinction modes, as well as possibly different burning modes, for different
fuels. The extent of carbon buildup, as a function of fuel type and atmos-
pheric composition, can also be obtained qualitatively from the film records
and from on-board observation 'by the experimenter. It is on the basis of
analyses of this type that advances in understanding of droplet burning are
anticipated to be achieved.
i	 The conceptual design, developed herein, is expected to undergo
small modifications during the final design process, if the present experiment
is carried out in Spacelab. The intention here has been to provide the
concept for the design, not full design details. It appears that on the basis
of the concept outlined above, a useful study of droplet burning can be
developed and performed in the combustion facility of Spacelab. The
potential payoff, of such a program is an appreciably improved understanding
of processes of droplet combustion.
t;
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I,
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6. CONCLUSIONS
(a) There exist basic unknowns concerning droplet combustion,
c
notably transient effects and effects offinite-rate chemistry, which can
best be studied by performing experiments on droplet burning at zero
gravity in Spacelab.
(b) It is feasible to perform the needed experiments on droplet
burning in the combustion facility designed for Spacelab.
(e) The conceptual design of the experiment can droplet burning
employs a chamber in which the combustion will occur, gas and liquid
supplies and associated plumbing for placing the reactants in the chamber,
a syringe mechanism for deploying the droplet in the chamber, an electro-
static positioning device for controlling the location of the droplet in
the chamber, a spark system for ignition of the droplet, and a. photographic
system consisting of a motion-picture camera and lighting, for observing
the droplet as it burns.
(d) A sequence of droplet-combustion tests in Spacelab, with
systematically varied atmospheric and fuel compositions, holds the
potential- for providing a significant improvement in our understanding of
basic mechanisms of droplet burning.
i
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APPENDIX A
JUSTIFICATION STUDY
1. Introduction
The purpose of the justification phase of the work was to ascertain
the need for experiments on droplet combustion at zero gravity through review
of the existing literature on droplet burning. That droplet burning has been
the subject of extensive study over many years is evident from numerous reviews
of the topic [1-4]. Practical motivation's for such investigations come mainly
from the desire to achieve clean and efficient production of pourer through the
combustion of liquid fuels. The fact that the studies are continuing demonstrates
that unknown factors remain at the basis of the subject. Identification of these
unknowns, provided by the literature review, points out what types of investi.
gations hold greatest promise for advancing fundamental knowledge.
2. Analytical Background
The conservation equations of fluid mechanics describe droplet cornbus-
tion, provided that allowance is made for transport phenomena and for chemical
transformations in these equations [5]. Two factors prevent solutions to the
equations for specific systems from being obtained readily. One is the complexity
of the equations themselves in three-dimensional, time-dependent situations, and
the other the fact that certain quantities appearing therein, especially chemical
kinetic parameters, usually are not known. Theories for droplet burning have
circumvented these two difficulties through introduction of approximations. To
26
the extent that the approximations correspond to reality, the analytical basis
exists for calculat;.-g histories of droplet combustion.
Critical approximations in the classical theory are (a) that the liquid
droplet maintains a constant temperature consistent with evaporative equilibrium
at its surface, (b) that steady-state, spherically-symmetrical forms of the con-
servation equations are applicable in the gas phase and (c) that chemical equili-
brium prevails and gives rise to a spherical flame-sheet positioned in the gas.
With these and other, less critical, approximations, it is calculated that the
ratio of the flame diameter d  to the droplet diameter d^ remains
constant during burning, being given by
df 	 & {1 + [Q Y o + cp(Ta - T /L }
d.	 2n(1 + V YO )	 '	 (l)
and that the square of the droplet diameter decreases linearly vnith time t, t
according o the "d- s quare
  l w"g
dt, = d t o - Kt	 (2)	 y
where the "burning-rate constant" K is given by
}	 _
K = $	 0n 1 +L Q YC + c p Ta TtC	 ) 
kpt pt
Here 7^	 denotes the mass fraction of oxygen in the ambient gas, V the
stoichiometric ratio of fuel to oxygen on a mass basis, Q is the heat released
in the gas-phase combustion per unit mass of oxygen consumed, L the heat
absorbed per unit mass of liquid fuel vaporized, cp the mean specific heat
I
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at constant pressure for the gas, T  and TIt the ambient and liquid tem-
peratures, respectively, ), is the average thermal conductivity of the gas,
and p,^ the liquid density. In essence, diffusion of oxygen through reaction
products to the flame sheet, where it reacts to liberate heat that is conducted
back to the liquid fuel to cause vaporization, comprises the dominant physical
mechanism of droplet burning in the classical model.
3.	 Experimental Background
Although Eq. (2) often agrees well with experiment, one or more of the
approximations on which it is based do not. 	 To study the burning of an indivi-
dual droplet experimentally, it has usually been necessary to support the droplet
on the end of a fine quartz fiber [6-12], and the flows observed are manifestly rion-
spherical. The hot flame in a gravitational field causes gases to rise buoyantly
about the droplet. An axisymmetric flow under natural convection is .established,
thereby violating approximation (b) above. Although a few attempts have been
made to describe the nonspherical flow, the task is difficult since the Grashof
numbers typically are neither large nor small. Thus, analysis of the observed
flow has proven to be prohibitively difficult to date. Under these conditions,
Eq. (2) must be viewed as an empirical correlation applicable over a limited
range. Indeed, there is as much as a factor of 2 difference between measured
values of K under similar conditions for similar fuels [ 121. 	 1
If droplet combustion influenced by natural convection were of major
fundamental or practical concern, then greater effort should be expended on
analysis of these experiments. However, aside from interest in phenomena of
natural convection p r se, it is not clear that studies of burning droplets
28
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influenced by buoyancy would be profitable. From the practical viewpoint,
droplets in combustion chambers are relatively small and are not supported
by fibers, and influences of buoyancy thereby are reduced by droplet motions.
From the fundamental viewpoint, underlying physical and chemical phenomena,
such as the effects of chemical kinetics, can be studied more readily if the
complicating influence of buoyancy is removed. Therefore there is interest
in establishing experimental conditions under which droplet burning is studied
in a buoyancy-free environment, not only for seeking a more vigorous validation
	
g
of Eqs. (1) through. (3) but also for obtaining a better understanding of basic
combustion phenomena associated with droplet burning.
One method for minimizing buoyancy is to work with very small
droplets projected into a hot gas stream [ 13 -15]. This approach has the dis-
advantage that individual droplets cannot be observed throughot t their histories;
only overall information such as burning times can be obtained. An alternative
approach that has been attempted [12] is to burn droplets at reduced pressure,
since the Grashof number decreases with decreasing pressure. Unfortunately
Iit is found that extinction due to finite-rate chemistry generally occurs at
s
pressures above those at whichthe flame becomes essentially spherical, with
suspended droplets The only other way to decrease effects of buoyancy is to
reduce gravity. This approach has been pioneered by Kumagai [16-20], who
designed and performed zero- ,g experiments using drop towers. A means for
:extracting the fiber support from the droplet prior to ignition was developed [ 19, 20],
and measurements showed that burning rates of free droplets differed somewhat
from those of suspended droplets, even at zero g [19] because of disturbing
influences, such as heat-sink effects, of the support. The free-droplet data of
"-^ri..,a..	 ..;.,:	 _	 ^,	 a ,,,,,.	 .mss'_- _}-a, :.-ssra•	 ^'szt^e^'^^^7r.^A.s	 nr`-^,^-,:.^c+:t^ ..o_	 ..	 _..	 ._
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Kumagai and co-workers [ 19, 201 certainly are the best available on spherically
.
symmetrical burning of fuel droplets today.
4.	 Unsteady Phenomena
Although these. experiments [19,20] achieved spherical symmetry, the
results still do not comply with the approximations of the classical theory.
Although the d- square law again is satisfied closely, the ratio of flame to droplet
diameter does not remain constant during burning, in contradiction to Eq. (1).
Observationally it is evident that the spherically symmetrical gas flow is un-
steady. This unsteadiness may be inherent in zero-g combustion, or else it may
be attributable to the limited test time of about 1 sec. In none of the tests [ 19, 20]
was sufficient time available to follow the droplet to half its initial diameter,
even though only small droplets, less than 1. 5 mm in initial diameter, were
employed. Extrapolation of data [ 19, 201 indicates that more than 2 sec. are needed
for the diameter of a 1 mm droplet to decrease to zero. A larger drop tower,
such as the 2.2 sec. tower, or possibly the 5 sec. tower at NASA Lewis Research
Center, would be needed if such a droplet is to be observed for its entire burning
history. Larger droplets, having initial diameters in the range of l mm to
1 cm, can be observed for their entire burning history at zero g only in a facility	
x
such as Spacelab.
The observation of unsteadiness [19] has prompted further theoretical
investigation of time-dependent phenomena in droplet burning. A practical
motivation for this is that comparable time-dependent effects also may occur for
small droplets in conventional equipment for power production. A basic motiva-
tion may be the desire to achieve better understandingof time-varying flows with
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heat and mass transfer. The theoretical studies have taken two separate lines.
In one [21] it is assumed that the unsteadiness arises from time-dependent responses
S
that occur within the liquid. The gas is treated as quasisteady, and therefore
only approximation (a) of the classical theory is omitted. In the second
approach[22, 231 approximation (a) is retained but (b) is rejected, it it being assumed
that the gas flow is unsteady. Asymptotic methods can be employed [22, 23] to
account for unsteadiness within the context of manageable theory. Both types
of theories [21,22] exhibit qualitative agreement with the available data [ 19].
Experiments at zero g in which conditions of initial droplet diameter
and of initieJ liquid temperature are varied over appreciable ranges, would help
to define better the regimes in which each of the two types of unsteady theories
is likely to be more nearly correct. Some experiments of this type can be per-
3formed in drop towers, although greater variations in initial conditions should
be achievable in Spacelab. Results of such experimental studies would help to
clarify processes of unsteady droplet combustion.
d
5.	 Extinction Phenomena
Thus far, the underlying approximation (c) of equilibrium chemistry
with a flame .sheet has not been addressed here. In effect, this approximation
has removed chemical kinetics entirely from Eqs. (1), (2) and (3). To the
1
	
	 extent that the classical theory is applicable, droplet burning is a phenomenon
of heat and mass transfer and of fluid flow, unaffected by complexities of the
underlying chemistry. - In fact, the chemistry intrudes in a variety of subtle
gays.	 f
iI
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For droplets burning in oxygen-enriched atmospheres, the flame
temperature is high enough to produce a large amount of equilibrium dissoci-
ation of reaction products at the flame. There results the well-known [24]
equilibrium broadening of the diffusion flame, which invalidates the flame-
sheet approximation. .Although there are approximations that lead to Eq. (2)
without requiring a flang e sheet, 2 these exclude various phenomena of basic
interest, such as preferential diffusion of light and mobile species like .hydrogen.
Nevertheless, it seems likely that equilibrium dissociation will not contradict
Eq. (2) but instead will merely modify K in a manner as yet unknown, while
at the same time introducing arbitrariness in the definition of d£ , so that
Eq. (1) becomes inapplicable. F`fects of equilibrium dissociation can be ,studied
at zero g in Spacelab through experiments on steady burning of porous spheres,
by measuring temperature and concentration profiles (for example by thermo-
couple probing and gas sampling followed by gas chromatographic or other
analysis). However, the potential payoff of such experiments is not studied
herein.
The second way in which chemistry influences droplet burning is through
finite-rate kinetics. Except for subsidiary effects such as the production of
oxides of nitrogen, finite-rate chemistry becomes important only at low flame
temperatures, where equilibrium dissociation often is unimportant. This occurs
in nitrogen-enriched atmospheres, at reduced pressures or for very small
droplets. Typically these influences set in suddenly, being negligible in most
respects up until a point at which they become overriding and produce extinction.
i
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Extinction of diffusion flames due to finite-rate chemistry is a we'll-known
phenomenon for which an extensive theoretical [24-26] and experimental [27 -28]
background recently has been developed. The theory has been extended to the
problem of droplet burning [29], and experimentally extinction through finite-rate
chemistry has been observed for burning droplets [ 12] (as well as a reduction in
burning rate near extinction through finite-rate effects). A droplet burns until
reaching a size at which the residence time of reactive species in the flame
zone is less than the chemical time for reaction of these species, at which size
the flame around the droplet suddenly experiences extinguishment.
The implication of these theoretical and experimental results is that
Eq. (2) is valid only for droplet sizes above a critical minimum value. This
value is -scry small for hydrocarbon droplets burning in oxygen-rich atmospheres
at atmospheric pressure, and therefore the influence of che_ zical kinetics is not
likely to be significant under these conditions, although even here overall com-
bustion efficiencies and the extent of hydrocarbon emission from combustion
chambers can depend on the critical extinction diameters. At reduced Ares-
sure•s or in nit:i-ogen-.rich atmospheres, the extinction diameters should be
observable. From measurements of extinction diameters as function of ambient
conditions, information concerning overall chemical- kinetic parameters of the
1
}	 combustion process can be obtained [30]. Thus, studies of droplet burning in
j
	
	
which extinction diameters are measured provide an avenue for approaching
underlying chemical kinetics.
Extinction theory, for use in calculating parameters of chemical
kinetics, is available only for spherical droplets. Droplets supported on quartz
t
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fibers are highly nonspherical at extinction[ 12]. A clean experiment for approach-
ing chemical kinetics requires spherical symmetry, which is achieved only at
zero g. Drop-tower experiments can be used to measure extinction diameters
provided that sufficient time is available for the droplet to burn to an identifiable
extinction. The utility of drop towers for this type of study is uncertain at
present; experimental exploration is required to ascertain whether drop towers
can suffice. On the other hand, it is clear that in Spacelab sufficient time would
be available for droplets to burn to extinction at zero g. Experiments on droplet
extinction in Spacelab can contribute to the knowledge of the chemical kinetics
of hydrocarbon oxidation.
6.	 Conclusions i
From the _foregoing it may be seen that the principal impact of Spacelab
droplet-burning experiments is likely to lie in the improved scientific knowledge
of (a) fluid-dynamical, heat - and mass-transfer aspects of unsteady flows
involving combustion and of (b) chemical kinetics of combustion reactions.
It is probable that influences of the results on the man in the street will stem
from improved efficiency and cleanliness of power production as derived from
better understanding of droplet combustion, rather than directly from the
scientific results per se. Drop-tower experiments definitely are warranted
for the purposes of (a) better defining what information can be obtained only
through experiments in space and of (b) discovering experimental information
that will aid in designing droplet-burning experiments for Spacelab.
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APPENDIX B
OBSERVATIONS ON THE BURNING OF DROPLETS
IN THE ABSENCE OF BUOYANCY
1.	 Short Abstract
The first stages of an experimental study on droplet burning at
zero gravity are described. Motivations for the work are to investigate
transient burning and effects of finite-rate chemistry ,  in a geometrical
configuration sufficiently simple for theoretical analyses to be performed
in detail and checked against experiment. Two possible approaches to the
exper. rental problem are to establish burning in a freely falling >chamber
in a drop tower and to perform the experiments in a research facility in
space, such as spaceiab. The work reported here concerns the drop
tower experiments. The design of these experiments is discussed, and
preliminary results of the experimental program are given. Critical
problems in drop-tower testing of this kind, especially tinning problems
that arise in this particular experiment, are emphasized.
Presented at the 1977 Spring Meeting of the Central States Section of the
Combustion Institute, NASA Lewis Research Center, March 28-30, 1977,
Cleveland, Ohio 44135.
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. 2.	 Extended Abstract
I
Kumagai has succeeded in observing the burning of fuel drop-
lets in oxidizing atmospheres uninfluenced by buoyancy. His measure-
ments were made in a freely failing chamber which afforded slightly
n
less than one second of negligible gravitational acceleration. This
aUowed sufficient time for establishment of an essentially constant
value for the time rate of decrease of the square of the droplet diameter.
However, it did not enable him to observe the burning all the way to the
time of its completion. In particular, he found a transient behavior
for the ratio of flame to droplet radius, over the entire duration of each
of his tests. The present work concerns efforts to extend the time of
observation of a free droplet burning in a quiescent atmosphere with
negligible influences of buoyancy.
The purpose of designing such experiments is to test the basis
of the theory of droplet combustion. Two aspects of the theory are
especially involved, viz. (1) quasisteady burning and (2) infinite rates
,.of chemical reaction in the gas phase.
(1) Although Kumagai's results show a perpetually transient
flame, there seems to be a tendency for the flame location to approach
a quasisteady situation at the end of his testing time. By extending the
time of observation, it may be possible to demonstrate that later in its
burning history the droplet conforms closely to the basic, theory. In
addition, if quasisteady behavior does not deve%)p, it may be possible
to ascertain, through comparison with recent theoretical advances,
r
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whether the transient behavior stems predominantly from liquid-phase
or gas-phase processes.
(2) In recent years it has become well known that a droplet
burning in a cool atmosphere must experience extinction prior to
achieving zero radius; The reason for this is that the residence time
in the flame decreases as the droplet diameter decreases, eventually
becoming smaller than the chemical time required for combustion to
occur in the reaction zone. The consequent failure of the approximation
of infinite-rate kinetics affords the possibility of obtaining information
on chemical rates, if the extinction phenomenon can be observed. Ther(
is a possibility that, by extending the test time in Kumagai's experiment
systematic measurements on extinction can be made, from which funda-
mental kinetic data can be extracted.
With these objectives in mind, a program has been initiated
to photograph free droplets burning under negligible gravitational
acceleration in controlled atmospheres, for longer durations than
previously attained. Where are two approaches to the problem. One
is to employ a freely falling chamber in a_drop tower taller than that
used by Kumagai, and the other is to perform the experiment in
spacelab. Work on the drop-tower approach is discussed here:
The apparatus consists of a chamber within which a controlled
atmosphere can be established .and containing the fuel and the means
for igniting it, a support system for an individual fuel droplet, with
9	
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	 provision for removing the glass-fiber support frorn the droplet through
a spring-type mechanism, a remotely operated syringe system for
placing a measured amount of fuel on the supporting fiber, an ignition
system incorporating retractable electrodes that can be removed from
the vicinity of the droplet after ignition, a data acquisition system con-
sisting of a Millikin camera, focused on the burning droplet and operated
at framing rates on the order of 400 per second, and an electronic timing
system for synchronizing the camera start- up, the spring - removal i
mechanism, release of the package in the drop tower and .firing of the
spark to initiate combustion.. The mw mum time of negligible gravity
in these tests is 2.2 sec.
7
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3.	 Introduction
In the field of combustion, one particular aspect that is of both
basic and applied interest concerns the burning of liquid fuel droplets.
That droplet burning has been the subject of extensive study over many
years is evidenced by the fact that an early review [I] contains more than
sixty references. Practical motivations for such investigations come
mainly from the desire to achieve clean and efficient production of power
through the combustion of liquid fuels. But certain unknown factors still
remain at the basis of the subject.
The conservation equations of fluid mechanics describe droplet
combustion provided that allowance is made for transport phenomena and
for chemical transformations in these equations [2]. Two factors prevent
solutions to the equations for specific systems from being obtained readily.
One is the complexity of the equations themselves in three-dimensional,
time-dependent situations, and the other the fact that certain quantities
appearing therein, especially chemical kinetic parameters, usually are
not known. Theories for droplet burning have circumvented these two
difficulties through the introduction of approximations, of which three
are (a) that spherically- symmetrical forms of the conservation equations
are applicable in the gas phase, (b) that quasisteady conditions are
achieved, in the sense that steady-state equations can be employed in the
gas and droplet properties such as its temperature are invariant with time,
and (c) that chemical equilibrium prevails and gives rise
	
a
spherical flame-sheet positioned in the gas. Numerous refinements to the
7
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early theoretical considerations of Godsave [3] include the semiempirical
treatment of effects of forced and natural convection [4-8].
c
The experimental study of an individual droplet, however, has
usually necessitated the support of the droplet on the end of 'a fine quartz
fiber [3, 4, 9- 131, and flows are manifestly non- spherical. The hot flame
I
in a gravitational field causes gases to rise buoyantly, establishing an
axisymmetric flow under natural convection, thereby violating approxi-
mation a) above. Attempts to describe the non- spherical flow have proven
difficult since the Grashof numbers typically are neither large nor small.
It is not clear that studies of burning droplets influenced by buoyancy would
be profitable since from a practical viewpoint the droplets in combustion
chambers are relatively small and are not supported by fibers, so influences
of buoyancy are reduced by droplet motions. From the fundamental viewpoint,
underlying physical and chemical phenomena, such as the effects of chemical
kinetics, can be studied more readily if the complicating influence of buoy-
ancy is removed.
Minimizing buoyancy has been achieved by working tivith very small
droplets projected into a bot gas stream [14- 16], but individual. droplets
i
could not be observed throughout their histories. An alternative approach I
that has been attempted [4] is to burn droplets at reduced pressure, since 	 1
i
the Grashof number decreases with decreasing pressure. It is found,
however, that extinction due to finite-rate chemistry generally occurs at
pressures above those at which the flame becomes essentially spherical,
v
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with suspended droplets. The only other way to decrease buoyancy effects
is to reduce gravity.
Previous experiments by Kumagai [ 17, 18, 191, in which a freely
falling chamber eliminated significant influences of gravity for a short
period of time, have been successful at achieving spherical symmetry.
However, observations showed that the gas flow was unsteady, and the ratio
s
of flame to droplet diameter did not remain constant during burning, which
violates approximation (b) above. This unsteadiness may be attributable to
the limited test timne of about 1 sec. In none of these tests was sufficient
time available to follow the droplet to half its initial diameter, even though
only small droplets, less than 1. 5 mm in initial diameter, were employed.
Since there seemed to be a tendency for the flame location to approach a
quasisteady situation at the end of Kumagai's testing time, by extending the
a
observation time it may be possible to demonstrate that later in its burning
history the droplet conforms closely to the basic theory. The work reported
herein constitutes an attempt to achieve such an extension by use of a drop
tower having 2.2 sec of negligible gravity.
The objective in use of the drop tower has been to eliminate signi-
ficant influences of buoyancy and of nonspherical convection for a period of
time long enougn to allow observation of the entire burning history. In this
manner, the combustion can be recorded down to droplet sizes so small that
	 }
the chemical conversion time in the gaseous flame become comparable with
M.
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the residence time therein. Under these conditions, approximation (c)
above is expected to begin to fail, and in a cool atmosphere droplet ex-
tinction theoretically should occur [20]. Measurement of extinction
diameters as functions of ambient conditions of pressure and of oxygen
content in the atmosphere should provide data on overall rates of oxidation
and ther ;by further the understanding of chemical kinetics of hydrocarbon
combustion. The current status of our attempts to achieve these goals is
covered in the following pages.
4.	 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
In order to study the burning rates of spherical droplets, a method
must be devised to confine the droplet to a pre- specified location without
r
(•	 there being solid objects (e.g., glass fibers) near it to destroy the spherical
symmetry. Various methods have been used for positioning liquid droplets,
but many require large power supplies, while others require a considerable
length of time to accomplish positioning [21]. Kumagai et al. [18, 19] have
developed a method which requires little equipment and is fairly reliable,
and it'is upon this basic design that the present system has been constructed.
The test apparatus consists of a metal framework which contains
the test chamber, ignition system, batteries, timers and high- speed
motion- picture camera, (Figure 1). The framework, or drop frame, is a
30 11_X 15" X.15"aluminum structure designed to withstand a 30- g. irpact
upon completion of each test. During a test, it act' s as a completely separate
45
unit with nothing to interfere with its free-fall condition. The drop frame
is used in the NASA-Lewis Research Center's Zero-Gravity facility which
I is capable of providing 2.2 seconds of free-fall with drag forces to 10-6g.
Since the tests performed involved burning in oxygen or oxygen-
nitrogen atmospheres ranging in pressure from 0. 1 to 2 atm., it was neces-
sary to build a test chamber within the drop frame containing the droplet
deployment and ignition systems. The chamber is a 12. 5" X 10" X 11"
box made of 3/4" plexiglas, fitted with an o- ring at its base to provide a
seal against the chamber bottom. The chamber bottom is rigidly fixed to
the drop-frame, and access is gained to the experiment by removal of the
box. During a test, the chamber is held against the bottom through the use
i
of 4 stainless steel threaded rods and 2 cross-bars which exert a downward a
iforce on the box. The use of clear plexiglas enables the camera to film the
	 xs
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burning within the chamber and the operator to see the internal mechanism
S
a
in order to deploy the droplet.
The droplet release mechanism, located within the chamber, is the
heart of the apparatus. As shown in Figure 2, it consists of an aluminum
"
.'piston" which is contained in a 0. 825" I. D. cylinder. Into the piston are
inserted a brass rod, 1 2" long, and a 2 inm max. dia. quartz fiber. The
piston rests against a helical spring, and when the spring is compressed, is
held in place by an electromagnetically actuated catch. A microswitch on
an adjustable support is used to activate the ignition source. The ignition
electrodes consist of fine copper wires, spaced about 1.5 mm apart, located
i
r
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at the tip of the quartz fiber. The electrodes are mounted on a sliding
track which is held in place by a second electromagnetically actuated
catch against the tension of a stretched helical spring.
The release mechanism uses the motion of the droplet to enable
the release of the drop frame to be timed properly. The piston is pushed
against the spring and held by the catch. After a droplet is mounted on the
fiber, the first relay is energized. The piston begins an upward motion,
but it acceleration is great enough to pull the fiber out of the droplet. The
droplet continues moving upwards, but is now being decelerated by gravity.
The droplet reaches a point where it has no vertical velocity which occurs
approximately 0. 02 sec. after release. At that time, the piston which was
still moving upwards trips the micro-switch which energizes the ignition
circuit and the second electromagnet. As a consequence of the resulting
catch release, the electrodes then begin moving away from the droplet. At
the same instant that the droplet reaches the high point of its trajectory, and
zero velocity, the dropframe is released into free fall. In this manner the
droplet is stationary with respect to the camera mounted on the drop frame,
no physical objects are supporting it, and it is now in free-fall.
`
	
	 Since the release mechanism is located inside the pressure chamber,
a means for mounting the droplet by remote control is needed. Figure 3
shows the droplet mounting mechanism. It consists of a hypodermic syringe
activated by two small d-c motors. One motor drives the syringe, which
can be moved to bring the needle tip in contact with the quartz fiber. The
_.^
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second motor, through a 9780:1 gear reduction, slowly moves the plunger
in to force the liquid fuel out the needle tip. A droplet is then transferred
toi the fiber. The droplet size can be controlled fairly easily due to the
fine control provided by the gear reduction, and by the use of a fine-gauge
syringe needle (25 gauge). The syringe is then withdrawn slowly from the
fiber and the droplet remains on the fiber. The syringe is then moved back
away from the combustion zone.
The ignition system consists of an automotive induction coil for the
high secondary voltage needed for the spark gap, a 4300 µF 50 Vdc capacitor
which is discharged through the coil's primary windings, and the control
switches for the spark timing. Power was supplied by three 15 Vdc nickel-
cadmium batteries.
The camera used for the tests was a 16 mm Millikan running at a
framing rate of 400 PPS. The camera was controlled through a set of relays
in the drop frame control box, and powered by two 15 Vdc nickel cadmium
batteries. Lighting was also provided throughthe control box, as was the
power for the droplet release mechanism. Wiring enters the chamber through
pressure fittings in the bottom.
At the beginning of a test, the syringe is filled with 0. 25 cm  of
fuel, the piston is "cocked" into position, as are the electrodes, and the
syringe is moved forward until the needle- tip seals in the R. T. V. stoppers
shown in Figure 2 The chamber top is put in place and secured, and the
chamber is evacuated. It is then refilled slowly with N2 until a specified
i
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partial pressure is reached, and then filled with 02 until the test
pressure is reached.	 The pressure is monitored to ensure that no over-
pressure develops if throttling has occurred while filling the chamber.
The drop frame is then placed within an air-drag shield (Figure 1
whose purpose is to shield the frame against air resistance. 	 The drag
shield moves separately from the drop frame 'and during the course of a test will
move 8" relative to the frame due to air resistance on the shield.
	 At the base
of the drag shield are penetration spikes which are designed to absorb
energy as the package strikes the deceleration tank — a 6 ft. deep box of
aerated sand.	 Access doors to the test package are mounted on the drag
'	 shield.
The entire test package is hoisted to the top of an eight- story
tower where the package release mechanism and timers are located. 	 The
package is suspended by an over-stressed music wire which is passed
r	 through a cutter assembly. 	 The control box relay switches are connected
to the main control console through umbilical cables, and the normally-
.a
closed relays on the drop frame control box are energized (Figure 4). j
All package switches are then placed in the "ON" position but due to the 1
`a
opened relays, no mechanisms operate.
	
The droplet is then mounted by
remote control.	 To initiate the test run, the automatic timers are sot a
on the main control console, and the star= button is activated. 	 The camera Al
circuit closes first, starting the camera. 	 After 2. 0 sec. , the droplet
release electromagnet circuit is closed, releasing the droplet.
	
In another
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0. 02 sec, the cutter- is activated which releases the test package into
free-fall, and the spark circuit is energized igniting the droplet. After
2.2 sec, the package experiences the 30- g, impact , and the control box
shuts off power to the various circuits. The package is then retrieved
and prepared for the next run.
5.	 Experimental Observations
The following discussion is based on the results of thirty-six tests
performed in the zero-g facility on n-heptane and decane in atmospheres of
20, 25, 30, 50 and 80 percent oxygen diluted with nitrogen at pressures of
1/2 and 1 atmosphere. These tests were designed to determine the per-
formance characteristics of the test apparatus and the critical timing
sequence necessary to achieve a stationary droplet.
The droplet mounting and release mechanisms worked to our full
expectations, providing a very reliable means of mounting a small (approxi-
mately 1 mm diameter) droplet at the end of the quartz fiber, and of
'releasing that droplet between the spark electrodes. It was found that any
disturbances to the surface of the droplet due to the action of the fiber being 	 .l
^
withdrawn were damped-out completely within 0. 1 seconds, and a spherically
symmetric droplet was formed. Ignition was achieved in 84% of the tests;
the remaining tests did not achieve ignition due to either misalignment of
the droplet with the spark electrodes, or malfunction of the spark system')
itself. Since the electrodes were of low mass and were mounted on a sliding 	 a
f ~
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arrangement, there appeared to be no disturbance to the flame shape
due to the ignition system.
c
The timing system, however, proved to be a critical factor in
the performance of the apparatus. Even after the installation of high
precision digital timers (accurate to within f 0. 0005 sec ) it took several
tests in order to get the timing close to a point at which the droplets were
moving with a relatively slow velocity, on the order of 10 cm/sec. With
the use of a "zero-g light" which indicated on film when the drop frame
entered free fall, the timing was adjusted in increments in an effort to
1
achieve a stationary droplet. However, an irreproducibility in timing of
t 0. 01 seconds appeared to be associated with the package release mech-
anism; subsequent tests at identical timing settings had a difference of
0.02 seconds between the time the fiber began withdrawing from the droplet
and the time that free-fall was achieved.
As a result, all but one test had a droplet moving in the field of
view of the camera. The test in which the droplet was stationary was one
in which the spark system failed to operate. This may indicate that motion
of the droplet is induced by the spark discharge, but this point remains
uncertain due to the irreproducibility of the relative time to enter zero-g.
'	 Because of the small field of view of the camera, approximately 5 cm
vertical distance, the moving droplets were in view for a limited time.
The motion also brought the droplets in contact with objects within the
chamber which distorted the flame, and in oxygen-rich atmospheres
y
r
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sometimes resulted in ignition of combustible material encountered by a
burning droplet. In spite of these difficulties, undisturbed burning
occurred in several tests for approximately 0.5 seconds. In general, the
period of growth of flame diameter was shorter than previously observed
[18], due to the convective effects.
Several interesting observations were made concerning the burning
of droplets in the absence of buoyancy with forced convection. Heptane
droplets with initial diameters of 1. 3-1.4 mm extinguished after ignition
when the velocity of the droplet was nearly 16 cm/sec in an atmosphere of
20% 02 and 80 7o
.
 N2 at 1 atm total pressure. This result may be com-
pared with corresponding results for suspended heptane droplet., at lg, in
i
which externally imposed convective velocities above 30 cm /sec were
achieved without extinction [1]; the supporting fiber may help to stabilize
the flame in these earlier experiments. Heptane droplets of the same
approximate size in an atmosphere of 50% 0 2 , 507o N2
 at 1 atm total
pressure did not extinguish in the present zero-g tests even when a velocity
of 43 cm/sec had been reached. This difference is qualitatively consistent
with theory in view of the greatly _reduced chemical reaction time at the
elevated flame temperature of the enriched atmosphere.
Decane • droplets burning in 50% 02 were obscured by their highly
luminous flame, preventing observations of droplet diameters by the
photographic technique employed. Only at reduced oxygen concentration,
-tea__ ._.mm._..,_.:_..1.-Y-.......^n.rr.^5.^^...-:max.,»2.xeic.^v;&^,z^. •ra2r.^. n^:.iE!irix^c;=zfi^5.t'S^a.^fi^?^tscas►►a-^.w:,.:.... "^ ..^ss.o,.. - 	__n _::..a..^. ,a..._ _	 ..	 .. .
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i.e. 25% or 30%, was the droplet visible during the entire burning
time on film. Heptane droplets proved to be more visible under the
G
same conditions since their flame was less luminous. The increased
i'
luminosity of the flames of the higher alkanes appears to reflect a greater
e
tendency toward carbon formation.
Under forced convection, the flame shape was distorted from the
spherical, with theexpected elongation forming in the wake of the droplet.
,Interestingly, during the first 0. 1 seconds of burning while the droplet
surface is oscillating from the fiber withdrawal, the flame seemed to
eject glowing particles in its wake. This behavior was most prevalent
with decane droplets.
In one test, a decane droplet with an initial diameter of 1 .4 mm
s
rebounded from objects in the chamber and was therefore in the camera
field for the full 2.2 seconds of free-fall. It had not extinguished at the
completion of the test, which was conducted at 1 atm total pressure with
50% 02, 50% N2 composition. This indicates that for extinction to be
observed, smaller droplets must be used, and conversely a longer test
time must be available to observe extinction due to finite-rate chemistry
in larger droplets.
Two tests with decane in 507o 02 , 50% N2 at 1 atm revealed
a phenomenon whose explanation remains uncertain. Satellite droplets
were ejected from the primary droplet at ignition and were observed to
53
burn to very small diameters. After the flame had becom e barely visible,
a luminous flash was recorded on one frame of the film (at a framing rate
4
of 400 PPS), then combustion apparently ceased. The flash was reminiscent
of microexplos ions. observed with emulsified fuels [22]. The phenomenon
appears likely to necessitate the presence of impurities in the decane whose
relative concentrations increase during burning. Whether these impurities
are present initially or accumulate during burning remains unclear. The
phenomenon suggests that over certain ranges of atmospheric conditions it
may be difficult to observe quiet extinctions of the type from which overall
chemical kinetic parameters of the gas-phase combustion can be extracted.
6.	 Conclusions
(a) Reproducibilities in timing of about 2 cosec are needed for all
components in drop-tower testing if stationary, burning droplets are to be
observed under zero-g conditions in experiments of this type. .
(b) Quantitative data on histories of droplet and flame diameters
and on droplet extinction are not likely to be obtainable in the experiments
reported herein without improved timing.
(c) Unexpected qualitative observations of newphenomena, such
as flash extinctions, may be obtained in experiments of this type, even if 	 A
quantitatively reproducible conditions are not achieved.
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APPENDIX C
COMBUSTION OF HYDROCARBON DROPLETS
IN THE ABSENCE OF BUOYANCY''`
1.	 Abstract
An experimental apparatus was designed to study the burning
of single hydrocarbon fuel droplets in the absence of buoyancy. A series
of experiments upon n-heptane and decane droplets burning in atmospheres
consisting of 20, 25, 30, 50 and 80 percent oxygen diluted with nitrogen
at pressures of 1/2 and 1 atmosphere were performed at the NASA-Lewis
Research Center's Zero-Gravity Facility between August 1976 and
April 1977. Data from the experiments were obtained from a 16 mm
high speed motion picture camera which recorded the events that occurred
in each of the thirty seven tests performed.
The objective of this experiment was to eliminate the significant
influences of buoyancy and of .nonspherical convection upon a single burning
droplet in order to determine the effects of variations in the ambient
gas constituents upon the burning rate. Ultimately it was hoped that
burning could be observed down to droplet sizes so small that chemical
kinetic effects would predominate and extinction would be observed, thereby
a
The technical content of a thesis submitted by Brian Alan Knight, in
partial satisfaction of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Science in Applied Mechanics, University of California, San Diego,
1977.
a	 ..
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providing information upon the kinetics of hydrocarbon oxidation.
However, it was not possible to obtain stationary droplets so that burning
could not be observed in the absence of forced convective effects.
The experimental burning rate constant for n-heptanc
burning in air was determined by a linear regression analysis of the
data to be K = 1. 775 X 10 -2 cm2 /sec. The theoretical value
corrected for forced convective effects was K = 1. 083 x 10 -2
cm2 /sec based upon the classical constant property theory. This
heptane droplet was observed for 2. 16 seconds in the absence of
buoyancy.
The burning rate constant was not determined experimen-
tally for decane but the droplet diameter obtained from one test film
had a general . tendency to decrease more rapidly than the theoretical
value of K = 1. 516 ,X *10 2 cm2 /sec. The extreme brightness of
the flame obscured the droplet surface in all other tests filmed.
The ratio of the flame to droplet diameter was deter-
mined experimentally for heptane in air to vary between 6. 2 and 7. 2.
compared with the theoretical value from a constant property ap-
proach of 35. The assumption made in the theoretical approach
whicli resulted in an acceptable value for the burning rate based upon
this and other experiments may be less valid when determining flame
position.
i
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A phenomenon termed "flash extinction" was observed in
two tests with decane. Minute satellite droplets were observed to
burn to very small diameters at which point they seemed to explode.
These tests were performed in atmospheres consisting of
solo 02 - 5001/6 N2 by mass at 1 atmosphere pressure.
-The most probable explanation for the flash extinction
and the discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental values
for the burning rate is the accumulation of hot carbon at or, near the
surface of the droplet through dissociation of the reaction products.
The carbon production would be most severe in the tests with decane
where the flash extinction occurred and where experimental-
theoretical differences are the greatest. Ignition of the hot carbon
at the droplet surface could cause the flash, whereas the increased
heat transfer.from the carlion to the droplet could increase the
burning rate.
Carbon production can be seen then as possibly being a
crucial factor in this type of combustion. The burning t:inie, fuel
used, and atmospheric content are all factors which affect the pro-
duction of carbon, whose effect upon the burning rate has not yet
been fully demonstrated.
11
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^.	 2.	 List of Symbols
B	 Pre-exponential reaction-rate constant 	 -
C	 Specific heat at constant pressure for species i.
P,i
a
D,^	 Binary diffusion coefficient for species i and j
•	 3
DTI i	 Thermal diffusion coefficient for species ' i
x
E	 Activation energy for a reaction
i
External force per unit mass on species i
h•	 Specific enthalpy of species i1
ho,	 Standard heat of formation per unit mass for species
i
i at temperature To
.	 r
y	 mi	 Chemical symbol for species i
N	 Total number of species present
P	 Pressure tensor
Ro	 Universal gas constant
T	 Temperature
V.	 Diffusion velocity for species i
Wi 	 Molecular weight of species i
X•	 M
i
'ole fraction of .species
Y.	 Mass fraction of species i
Greek`
6	 Flame thickness
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r	 ^i Thermal conductivity of species	 i
Et. Coefficient of viscosity for species
	
i
V. Stoichiometric coefficient for species 	 i	 appearing
z
as a reactant
"	 Vi Stoichiometric coefficient for species	 i	 appearing
as a product
P Density
Subs cript
b Evaluated at boiling conditions
.	 F Fuel
f Evaluated at flame conditions
mix Mixture
O Oxidizer
Evaluated at ambient conditions
i
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a	 3.	 Introduction
In the field of combustion, one particular aspect that is of
both basic and applied interest concerns the burning of liquid fuel
droplets. That droplet burning has been the subject of extensive
r
study over many years is evidenced by the fact that an early review
[1] contains more than sixty references. Practical motivations for
-such investigations come mainly from the desire to achieve clean
and efficient production of power through the combustion of liquid
fuels. But certain unknown factors still remain at the basis of the
subject.
i
	
'	 The conservation equations
.
 of fluid mechanics describe
droplet combustion provided that allowance is made for transport
phenomena and for chemical transformations in these equations [2].
1Two factors prevent solutions to the equations for specific systems
from being obtained readily. One is the complexity
_
	
	g 	 Y	 P	 Y of the eq uations
themselves in three-dimensional,_ time-dependent situations, and the
other the fact that certain quantities appearing therein, especially
chemical kinetic parameters, usually are not known. Theories for
droplet burning have circumvented these t-.,=,ro difficulties through the
introduction of approximations, of which three are (a) that spherically
symmetrical forms of the conservation equations are applicable in
the gas phase, (b) that quasisteady conditions are achieved,_ in the
I
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sense that steady-state equations can be employed in the gas 	 and
droplet properties such as its temperature are invariant with time,
. and (c) that chemical equilibrium prevails and gives rise to a
spherical flame-sheet positioned in the gas. 	 Numerous refinements
to the'early theoretical considerations of Godsave [3] include the
semiempirical treatment of effects of forced and natural convec-
tion [4-8].
The experimental study of an individual droplet, however,
has usually necessitated the support of the droplet on the end of a fine
quartz fiber [3, 4, 9-13], and flows are manifestly non-spherical.
The hot flame in a gravitational field causes gases to rise buoyantly,
establishing an axisyrnmetric flow under natural convection, thereby
violating approximation (a) above.
	
Attempts to describe the non-
spherical flow have proven difficult since the Grashof numbers typi-
cally are neither large nor small. 	 It is not clear that studies of burn-
ing droplets influenced by buoyancy would be profitable since from a
practical viewpoint the droplets in combustion chambers are relatively
small and are not supported by fibers, so influences of buoyancy are
reduced by droplet motions.	 From the fundamental viewpoint,
underlying physical and chemical phenomena, such as the effects ofi
chemical kinetics, can be studied more readily if the complicating
influence of buoyancy is removed.
Minimizing buoyancy has been achieved by working with very
f ,
r
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small droplets projected into a hot gas stream [14-16], but individual
droplets could not be observed throughout their histories.
	 An alterna-
tive approach that has been attempted [4] is to burn droplets at reduced
pressure, since the Grashof number decreases with decreasing pres-
sure.
	
It is found, however, that extinction due to finite-rate chem-
istry generally occurs at pressures above those at which the flame
becomes essentially spherical, with suspended droplets.
	 The only
A _
other, way to decrease buoyancy effects is to reduce gravity.
Previous experiments by Kumagai [17, 18, 191, in which a
freely falling chamber eliminated significant influences of gravity
for a short period of time, have been successful at achieving spheri-
cal symmetry.	 However, observations showed that the gas flow was
	 1
unsteady, and the ratio of flame to droplet diameter did not remain
constant during burning, which violates approximation (b) above.
This unsteadiness may be attributable to the limited test time
	
of
about 1 sec.	 In none of these tests was sufficient time available to
follow the droplet to half its initial diameter, even though only small
droplets, less than 1. 5 mm in initial diameter, were employed.
Since there seemed to be a tendency for the flame location to approach
	
s
1
jl
a a quasisteady situation at the end of Kumagai's testing time, by ex- 	 a
tending the observation time it may be possible to demonstrate that
later in its burning history the droplet conforms closely to the basic
theory. , 	 The work reported herein constitutes an attempt to achieve
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such an extension by use of a drop tower having 2. 2 sec of negligible
gravity.
The objective in use of the drop tower has been to eliminate
h
significant influences of buoyancy and of nonspherical convection for
a period of time long enough to allow observation of the entire burn-
ing history. In this manner, the combustion can be recorded dozen
to droplet sizes so small that the chemical conversion time in the
gaseous flame become comparable with the residence time therein.
Under these conditions, approximation (c) above is expected to begin
to fail, and in a cool. atmosphere droplet extinction theoretically
should occur [20). Measurement of extinction diameters as functions
of ambient conditions of pressure and of oxygen content in the atinos-
phere should provide data on overall rates of oxidation and thereby
further the understanding of chemical kinetics of hydrocarbon
combustion.
r
•	 ?p
4.	 Analytical Background
A.	 Constant Property Theory
We consider then the problem of a liquid fuel droplet burning
in an -oxidizing atmosphere, as shown in Figure 1(a).
	 Outwardly
diffusing fuel vapor reacts stoichiometrically with the inwardly dif-
fusing oxidizer gas at an infinitesimally thin flame front according to
the one-step chemical reaction
N	 N
i=1	 i=1
whose reaction rate is given by
N
vl
. W	 k A	 C.
and whose specific reaction rate is given by the Arrhenius expression
E/R T
k	 -	 Be	 °
The chemical heat released during this reaction is conducted inward
to sustain vaporization and transported outward to the ambient,
thereby creating two diffusive-convective regions separated by the
flame sheet.
ol
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The general conservation equations of fluid mechanics are
given by Williams [2] as
S,
ap/at	 + V	 (p v)	 =	 0	 Overall continuity	 (2)
• N
Pau/a t + P v • Vu = -v	 q - p:. (vv) +P	 E Vf.V.
	
Energy
	
(3)1' 1	 11=I.
BY./at	 + v
	
VY. = W./P - [v	 (P Y. VA/P	 Continuity of species	 (4)
1	 1	 1	 1	 1
where the diffusion velocity	 V.	 is determined from
1
N	 X. X.
V Xi	=	 D	 V.	 - V1 ' +	 Y i	 - Xi
 (^pJ 
J-1	
1J
N
+P	 X	 Y. Y.	 (f.p	 i	 J	 1	 J
J'1
f
N X. X i	 DT, ]	 DT,i
j
yT_
-	 N	 5)	 3
j=1
3
For droplet combustion in a falling chamber, several effects con-
tained in those equations appear to be unimportant and will be neg-
lected	 including	 '•	 g	 (a)	 Body forces	 (f, terms)
1	 •
terms)(b)	 Soret and Dufour effects (DsT i
C . (c,). Pressure gradient diffusion [(Yi-Xi)vP/Ia]
i
E
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f
	
	
By further assuming low speed, steady flow, equal binary diffusion
coefficients for all pairs of species, and that the Lewis number is
unity, the obtain the Shvab-Zeldovich form of the conservation
-equations [21,22].
V • (P v) = 0	 Overall continuity	 (6)
T	 T
-4
V	 PV	 CpdT - C V	 CpdT
	
f
	
P T
	
0	 0
N
_ -
	
h^ W. 	 Energy
	 (7)
ff
, i=1
V • (P V Y  - PDVYi) = Wi i = 1, ... , N Continuity of species 	 (8)
where
N
i-1
By exiressing equations (7) and (8) in the form
	
i	 L(a) - w
5
where
L(a)	 V	 [P va - PDVCLI
,rTr-
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and defining a coupling function T
 as
^.
9T CL 	 - CL
where
T
r Cp dT
o
CL 	 N
1	 1 1	 1
i=1
and	 CLO = Y0/W0(vo	 vo ) i
the solution of the equation
L(P T)	 0	 (9)
will result in an expression for the burning rate of the droplet, m
which appears as an eigenvalue of (9)•
This analysis, as performed by Williams [2], assumes that
the liquid droplet reaches a temperature that is determined by the
b phase equilibrium condition that the partial pressure of the fuel at
the surface must equal the equilibrium vapor pressure of the fuel:
This is very nearly equal to the boiling temperature of the liquid.
The flame- sheet approximation is introduced which assuxnes that all
r
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of the oxidizer is consumed instantaneously at the spherical flame
surface where the reaction rate is infinite so that Y O 	0 inside
the flame, and Y^, = 0 outside the Elaine. Constant C	 and
P
unity Lewis number are also assumed. The mass burning rate is
then given as
f
4 7f n rt,	 1
m =
	 C — Sin 1 + L iQF YOB + CP T^ - Tb	 (10)
P
where the terms used are described below.
• The mas s- conservation, condition that
7	 d r,
•
can be used to express the rate of change of the droplet diameter
•	 M
d(d /d)- = - 2 n ITP^r^	 (11)
Previous experiments with burning droplets [3, 9, 10 1 have shown
that the square of the droplet diameter decreases linearly with time
according to the "d-square law"l	 ,
d p
 - d = Ko(t - to )	 (lzj
L
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Combining equations (10), (11) and (12) then results in an expression
for the burning rate constant K.
Ko = pC m 1 + L iQF Y 000 + C 	 Tb	 (13)
.p	 P
-where i stoichiometric mass ratio of fuel to oxidizer
ti
	
	
_
t QF= heat of combustion per unit mass of fuel (lower heating
value)
L = heat absorbed per unit mass of liquid fuel vaporized at T 
C = mean specific heat for the fuel vapor
p^, = liquid density at Tb
	
i
i
X = thermal conductivity.
i
A similar analysis for the flame-surface conditions utilizing
equation (9) and Y O = 0 for r < r  YF = 0 for r > r  results
in an expression for the ratio of flame--to-droplet diameter,
df	 Qin 1 + [iQF Y ,	 + C (T^ - Tb)]/L)
d -	 Pin l	 ` o ,	 (14}S	
C J
The results of these analyses show that for a given fuel
burning in an atmosphere with given initial composition, X	 and
0
the ratio df /d	 should remain constant once steady-state condi-
tions are attained. The only question that remains is in the defini-
tions of A and Cp
	Law and Williams [4) have developed a
IL
(.
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physically motivated empiricism giving an explicit prescription for
evaluating these quantities which gives good agreement with previous
experiment. For X they employed the formula A = XaF
+ (1 - X) Xmix , where X 	 is the thermal conductivity of the
fuel vapor and Xmix is that of the gas mixture excluding the fuel,
and X is related to the average fuel mole fraction between the
droplet and the flame sheet. The value X = 0.4 was chosen for
experimental agreement. Here X and C  are evaluated at a
temperature T = (Tb + TF)/2 where dissociation is taken into
account in evaluating Tf . These approximations are used in the
work presented here.
One of the effects excluded by the assumptions given above
is that of forced convective motion of the gas relative to the droplet.
This effect, first analyzed by Fr3ssling for a non-burning vaporizing
droplet [24], resulted in the ratio of the vaporization rate m to be
NI
given as
a
m/mo = 1 + 0. 276 Re 1/2 Scl /3 (15)CO
3
i
Agoston ct al. [7] have suggested using Pry instead of Sc^ and
further assuming Pry /3	1. When applied to (13) this results
in K = Ko(1 + 0.276 Rem /2 ) and droplet motion can be accounted
for in the burning rate,
4
y	 .
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B.	 E,:tinction Criteria
One of the assumptions leading to (10) was that of infinite
reaction rates. However, if one wishes to study the effects of finite-
rate chemistry and determine reaction orders, the parameter of
primary interest is the Damkiihler number D f. As shown in
Appendix (Cl) this is defined as
a2m inP	 - 1 B
Df	
f M
- 1 n	 exp R T
	
(16)
DOf W	 W	 o fD	 ^, 
and is the ratio of the flog time of o:^:ygeIl through the diffusion flame
•	 ofthickness b, to the chemical time necessary for the oxygen to
f
	
	
react to liberate heat. It can be seen that if D f 4 1, the oxygen
will have insufficient time to react and a flame can no longer be sus-
tained. For a burning droplet, this can occur whenever the droplet
radius becomes very small so that the flow time (diffusion time) of
oxygen becomes small compared with the chemical reaction time.
Theoretically then, if a d-roplet. can be- observed to burn to a very
small radius, extinction could be observed and * the system properties
used in (16) to determine the reaction orders and chemical kinetics.
1	 i
I	 By varying the system pressure and observing extinction, the overall
reaction order could be deter-mined from the pressure dependence
i	 of Df . By varying the 02 IN2 ratio the overall activation
Energy E could be determined, since tlic Damk62ilor number is
-r	 s
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fairly sensitive to the flame temperature which is affected by the
concentration of oxygen in the ambient gas. In order to determine
the flame thickness 6 , one can use the result [8]
1	 1)d	 (d/2) D1 (m+n+ 	 (17)'
where
	
+d2 P m n- 1 B
	
W
Dl	
W 
m-1 n
	
a+ b WF	 (18)4DOm OW WF,	 O
in which a and b denote stoichiometric coefficients with
respect to oxidizer and fuel for the overall reaction. By systemati-
ca'ly varying the gas pressure and flame temperature (through the
variation of oxygen concentration in the ambient gas), the quantities
of interest in (16) can then be determined.
C.	 Variable Property Theory
ii
With the assumption of infinite reaction rates, so that the
i
chemical time T
	
0, it is seen that the flame thickness 6 	 0	 F
i
and D 1	 When this limit is applied to the properly non-
a
. dimensionalized exact governing equations, it leads to a singular
1
perturbation problem. The droplet combustion problem was analyzed
by Kassoy and Williams [25, 261 using this technique in order to
determine the effects of thermal variations upon the gas properties
and the subsequent effects upon the droplet burning rate. Only the
i
^r
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assumptions and results will be summarized here.
The chemical kinetic process is described by a one-step
irreversible reaction whose rate is given by anArrhenius expression
as in eq. (I).	 An average specific heat for all chemical species is
used, ' but the thermal conductivity of the mixture and the binary dif-
fusion coefficient of the
	
ith species into the product of combustion
species	 D	 as well as the Lewis number	 Le.	 = P I D. C / /X'	 ini	 1	 1.	 p
which these quantities appear, are functions of temperature and con-
centration.	 The flow field is divided into three regions, denoted by
the superscripts	 (—) for the region interior to the flame,
	
(")	 for
the region exterior to the flame, and	 (=) for the flame zone itself.
After performing the proper matching for the solutions in
these three zones, an additional assumption is made for the functional
variation of the transport properties. 	 Thus, the case
^I	 O' s 	 ~I	 IS	 I	 /	 IS
=	 a T	 = a	 T	 XCO	 = a. TCO	 s-	 1
is considered. The ratio a / / as	 is assumed to be 0.. 8 to account
tfor the presence of fuel vapor in the inner region and its effect- upon
	
f	 the thermal conductivity of the mixture. The primed variables indi-
cate dimensional quantities, whereas unprimed variables have been
non-dimensionalized with respect to values at ambient (^), with the
exception of the radial coordinate r which is constructed by division
I
th-
	
x
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by the droplet radius. The results of this analysis give the burning
rate and flame position as
	
8 XI 	N
	
CO	 a J. N
C	
P C	
a,.	 aw	 o
L p=
N N	 N,. N
	. ► 	 C a	 C a
	
+ C2 Le a	 1 - 	 0n (h) +	 a	 (Z)	 (19)o,	 C 2 a	 o0
 Z2
 N	 N N
	
r* = 1 +	
(a/a^)[T - To (1)^-	 Le^(a/a)2ri(h) + C2(a/a^)^'z (z)
^.	 (20)
(a/a^)[1 -TT + C 2 L;In:(h)]
where
T = 1 + [1 To(1) + L + (	 a.T / F][h-Le - 11
	
Z _ [- aT /aF (hLe - 1) + 1 - To (1) + L )/ L	 'L = L/CPT
h = (aF /ao Y C- + 1) aF = bWF /(a WC + bWF) ao 1 - aF
AHo/C' T'
P CO
a T a W0 + bWF - OHo	heat of combustion
C2 = To(1) - L C2 C2 a T /aF o(1) _ 'droplet surface hemp.
As stated above, it was necessary to male the assumption
i	 .
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I-	 c' of a constant coefficient in the power law expression for the thermal
variation of X, where the constant can have different values in the
two diffusive regions. One deficiency existing in this theory is that
the concentration dependence is suppressed, which could be an un-
realistic assumption for a gas mixture consisting of species with
widely different molecular structures and weights as is the case
with hydrocarbon droplet combustion.
n
A theory which accounts for the temperature and concentra-
tion dependenc y; of the various coefficients has been developed [27]
in which a reduced diffusion coefficient PD, as well as X are
functions of a non-dimensionalized radial distance and of tempera-
ture. The thermal dependence is assumes', to be of a simple po%,ver-
law form. With the further assumptions that the specific heat of
each species is temperature dependent, and that frozen equilibrium
exists at the flame sheet, a general expression for the • mass burning
rate and flame position was developed. However, the solution of the
expression involves numerical Evaluation of a complex integral,
which was performed by Law and Law with the simplification that
the concentration dependeiiciz^ of C,i was suppressed, for the case
of a heptane droplet burning in air. A constant coefficient was also
assumed for the power-law dependence of P D, and the coefficient
was treated as a free parameter by allowing it to vary within
-	 reasonable bounds.C
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The results of this theory for the specific case of a heptane
droplet burning in air gave a flame temperature which was uniformly
too high for the assumption of frozen equilibrium to be valid. The
difference between the theory and previous experimental results [18]-
is highly dependent upon the value chosen for coefficient of the thermal
dependence of PD.
Because this theory is not entirely general in that the approxi-
mations cited above have been made, and because application of the
theory would be appreciably more complex, in the present work
effects of variable properties are studied on the basis of the theory
of Kassoy and Williams [25, 26]. Although the resulting analysis
may lack the desired degree of generality, it should at least provide
an indication of the influence of variable properties.
One cannot verify both the constant property and the vari-
able property theories, but one can determine whicli theory seems to
best describe the phenomenon, based upon experimental results.
In order to do this, it is necessary to observe the actual process
in an environment which can be carefully controlled to accurately
define the quantities appearing in the expressions above.
i
'f
c
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S.	 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
In order to study the burning rates of spherical droplets,
a method must be devised to confine the droplet to a pre-specified
•
.location without there being solid objects (e. g. , glass fibers) near
it to destroy the spherical symmetry. Various methods have been
used for positioning liquid droplets, but many require large power
supplies, while others require a-considerable length of time to ac-
complish positioning [21]. Kumagai et al. [18, 191 have developed
a method which requires little equipment  and is fairly reliable and^l)
	 ,
it is upon this basic design that the present cystem has been con-
structed.
The test apparatus consists of a metal framework which
contains the test chamber, ignition system, batteries, timers and
•	 high-speed rnotion-picture camera as shown in Figure 2. The
framework, or drop frame, is a 30" x 15" X 15" aluminum
structure designed to withstand a 30-g. impact upon completion of
each test. During a test, it acts as a completely separate unit with
nothing to interfere with its free-fall condition.- The drop frame is
used in theNASA-Lewis Research Center's Zero-Gravity facility
which is capable of providing 2.. 2 seconds of free-fall with drag
forces to 10 - 6g.
Since the tests performed involved burning in oxygen or
oxygen-nitrogen atmospheres ranging in pressure from 0. 1 to
r
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Z atm., it was necessary to build a test chamber within the drop
fr%.me containing the droplet deployment and ignition systems. The
chamber is a 12.5" X 10" X 11" box made of 3/4" plexiglas,
fitted with an o-ring at its base to provide a seal against the cham- i
ber bottom. The chamber bottom is rigidly fixed to the drop-frame,
and access is gained to the experiment by removal of the box. During
a test, the chamber is held against the bottom through the use of 4
stainless steel threaded rods and 2 cross-bars which exert a down-
ward force on the box. The use of clear plexiglas enables the camera
to film the burning within the chamber and the operator to see the
internal mechanism in order to deploy the droplet.
The droplet release mechanism, located within the chamber,
is the heart of the apparatus. As shown in Figure 3, it consists of
an aluminum "piston" which is contained in a 0. 825" I. D. cylinder.
Into the piston are inserted a brass _rod, 12" long, and a 2 mm max.
dia. quartz fiber. The piston rests against a helical spring, and
when the spring is compressed, is held in place by an electromagneti-
cally actuated catch. A microswitch on an adjustable support is used
to activate the ignition source. The ignition electrodes consist of
fine copper wires, spaced about 1. 5 mm apart, located at ,
 the tip of
the quartz fiber. The electrodes are
.
 mounted on a sliding track
which is held in place by a second electromagnetically actuated
catch against the tension of.a stretched helical spring.
f F
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The release mechanism uses the motion of the droplet to
-enable the release of the drop frame to be timed properly. 	 The
c
piston is pushed against the spring and held by the catch.	 After a
droplet is mounted on the fiber, the first relay is energized.
	 The
piston begins an upward motion, but its acceleration is great enough
to pull the fiber out of the droplet.
	
The droplet continues moving
9
upwards, but is now being decelerated by gravity. 	 The droplet
reaches a point where it has no vertical velocity which occurs
approximately 0. 02 sec. after release.
	 At that time, the piston
which was still moving upwards trips the micro-switch vrhich ener-
gizes the ignition circuit and the second electromagnet.
	 As a conse-
quence of the resulting catch release, the electrodes then begin mov-
ing away from the droplet. 	 At the same instant that the droplet
reaches the high poY; t of its trajectory, and zero velocity, the drop
frame is released into free fall.	 In this manner the droplet is sta-
tionary with respect to the camera mounted on the drop frame, no
physical objects are supporting it, and it is now in free-fall.
Since the release mechanism is located inside the pressure
chambers a means for mounting the droplet by remote control is needed.
Figure 4 shows the droplet mounting mechanism. 	 It consists of a
' hypodermic syringe activated by two small d-c motors. 	 One motor
drives the syringe, which can be. moved to bring the needle tip in
contact with the quartz fiber. 	 The second motor, through a 9780-1
C
-	 ,
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gear reduction, slowly moves the plunger in to force the liquid fuel
out the needle tip.	 A droplet is then transferred to the fiber. 	 The
droplet size can be controlled fairly easily due to the fine control
provid.d by the gear reduction, and by the use of a fine-gauge
a
•	 1
syringe needle (25 gauge). 	 The syringe is then withdrawn slowly
from the fiber and the droplet remains on the fiber_. 	 The syringe	 j
is then moved back away from the combustion 	 sne.
The ignition system consists of an automotive induction
coil for the high secondary voltage needed for the spark gap, 	 a
4300 µF 50 Vdc capacitor which is discharged through the coil's 	 4
primary windings, and the control switches for the spark timing.
Power was supplied by three 15 Vdc nickel-cadmiurn batteri,_z.-r
The camera used for the tests was a 16 rnrn Millikan
running at a framing rate of 400 PPS.	 The camera was controlled
through a set of relays in the drop frame control box, and powered
by two 15 Vdc nickel cadmiuin batteries.	 Lighting was also pro-
vided through the control box, as was the power for the dropler
release mechanism.	 Wiring enters the chamber throu.bh pressure
fittings in the bottom.
At the beginning of a test, the syringe is filled with	 0.25
} cm 	 of fuel, the piston is "cocked" into position, as are the
electrodes; and the syringe.is moved forward until the needle tip
seals in the R. T. V. stopper sho ,.vn in Figure 3.	 The chamber top
i
8?
is put in place and secured, and the chamber is evacuated. It is
then refilled slowly with N2 until a specified partial pressure is
reached, and then filled with 0 2 until the test pressure is reached.
The pressure is monitored to ensure that no over-pressure develops
if throttling has occurred while filling the chamber.
The drop frame is then placed within an air-drag shield
(Figure 2) whose purpose is to shield the frame against air resist-
' ance. The drag shield moves separately from the drop franc and
during the course of a test will move 8" relative to tile, frame due to
air resistance on the shield. At the base of the drag shield are pene-
tration spikes which are designed to absorb energy as the package
strikes the deceleration :tank -- a b ft. deep bow, of acrated sand.
Access doors to the test package are mounted on the drag shield.
The entire test package is hoisted to the top of an eight-
story tower where the package release mechanism and timers are
.located. The package is suspended by an over-stressed music wire
which is passed through a cutter assembly. The control box relay
switches are connected to the main control console through umbilical
i
cables, and the normally-closecl relays on the drop frame control
box are energized (Figure 5). All package switches are then placed
in the "OiV" position but due to the opened relays, no mechanisms
operate. The droplet is then mounted by rernotf control. To initiate:
the test run, the automatic timers are set on the main control console,
i
i
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and the start button is activated. The camera circuit closes first,
starting the camera. After 2. 0 sec. , the droplet release electro-
magnet circuit is closed, releasing the droplet. In another 0. 02
sec, the cutter is activated which releases the test package into
free-fall, and the spark circuit is energized igniting the droplet.
After 2. 2 sec, the package experiences the 30-g. impact and the
control box shuts off power to the various circuits. The package
is then retrieved and prepared for the next run.
39
Experimental Results
A.	 General Observations
5
Droplet burning in the absence of buoyancy was achieved in	
a
twenty- two tests using the apparatus described above. In tests where
decane was used as the fuel, a highly luminous flame surrounded the
droplet, which at oxygen mass fractions equal to or greater than 30%
was so intense that the surface of the droplet was not visible. Tests
with heptane produced a much less luminous flame but the droplet
surface was still obscured when the oxygen mass fraction exceeded
50 %.
	 3
f
	
	 The release of the droplet by the withdra:val of the c,iartz
fiber caused the droplets to oscillate, but these oscillations clamped
out within approximately 0. 1 seconds. However, during the period
of oscillation the larger droplets, with diameters greater than
1.5 mm, appeared to expel minute glowing particles which traveled
beyond the flank sheet until they lost their . incandescence and were
no longer visible.
The spark discharge used for ignition was of such high
intensity that itejected some material from the main droplet and
`	 formed a small satellite droplet in three test`s using decane. These
small satellites were observed to burn to very small diameters
without experiencing extinction in the manner described above.
_.	 ._	
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Because of the highly critical timing needed in this experi-
ment in order to obtain a stationary droplet, it was anticipated that
many tests would result in droplets moving through the chamber until
the timing was properly adjusted so that the drop frame was released
into free-fall whenever the droplet had zero °.•elocity relative to the
frame itself. In the thirty-seven tests performed, it was not possible
to obtain the timing accuracy needed so that every test performed
resulted in a droplet moving with a given velocity through the chamber.
This in turn distorted the flame shape such as is shown in Figure 1(b),
and in extreme cases where the timing error was very large the
droplet attained a velocity where burning could no longer be sustained.
The droplet burning described above occurred in atmospheres
consisting of 20, 25, 30, 50 and 80 percent oxygen diluted with nitro-
gen at pressures of 1/2 and 1 atmosphere. In fifteen other tests,
ignition was not achieved due to malfunction of the ignition or .release
systems. Because of the droplet motion relative to the camera,
only five tests provided film of droplets burning for periods up to
0. 5-seconds. In two other tests, the droplets bounced off of the
chamber walls so 'that they remained in the camera field of view for
most of the 2. 2 seconds of free-fall. When passing near any object
in the chamber, the flame was distorted anal appeared less intense
than the flame with no solid objects nearby, indicating the action of
the object as a heat sink which reduced the temperature of the flame:
E	 .
is
1
t
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in that particular region. One of these tests provided data with no
object close to the flame for 2. 16 seconds.
B.	 Method of Data Reduction
The film of each test was viewed under a 'Vanguard Motion	 f
Picture Analyzer which is equipped with cross-hairs which are
moveable and can be placed over any position on the viewing screen.
A vernier scale on the analyzer corresponds to the crass-hair posi-
tion, so that the size of an object can be recorded by lining the cross-
hair over the proper position on the screen and recording the scale
reading.
Since the droplets were small, and obscured b)• the frame in
many tests, four readings were taken ateach data point correspoziding
I	 to. the maximum probable diameter and the minimum probable diarn-
eter. The ambiguity in the flame or droplet Position was enhanced
by the graininess of the film under the high magnification used for
viewing. The vernier scale reading from the analyzer was then con-
verted to true size by using a fixed reference on the film, the
syringe needle, as a scaling constant. * The time reference was
provided by the framing rateof the caanera, 400 PPS, and verified
by timing marks on the film edge. In this manner, the droplet or
f	 flame diameter could be plotted as a function of time.
Data from two tests on the droplet diarnoter variation with
{	 ;
-	 r
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time were plotted using the maximum and minimum points, and a
linear regression analysis was used to determine an experimental
4.
'	 slope of the square of the droplet diameter versus time. 	 Data from
one test on the variation of the flame diameter with time was also a
3
plotted using the same technique to determine the maximum and
3
minimum probable diameter. 	 In this case, the diameter was actually
the minor axis of the ellipsoid formed by the flame due to the forced4
convective effect.	 L'
C.	 Theoretical Burning Rate
In order to determine which of the theories presented best
describes the droplet bu-ming prcblcm, it is necessary to co:r-ute
the theoretical burning rates from the expressions given above and
-	 compare them to the rate determined from the corresponding test. t
The evaluation of the quantities appearing in Eqs. (13) and (15), are
described in Appendix (C2), with the results that the burning rate
from Eq. (13) are:
Ko =	 7.448 X
	
10 -3 cm2 /sec	 n-heptane burning in air
Ko =	 1.516 X	 10 -2 cm2 /sec	 d:cane burning in 50/1'0 Oz -50% Nz 3
The evaluation of the quantities -appearing in Ed. (19), the
result of the variable property approach, proved to be highly sensi-
tive to the temperature at which those properties were evaluated.
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The burning rate was evaluated for the two cases shown above by
computing L e"	 at eight different temperatures which could be
found in the region exterior to the flame from T" to T
	 For
each of these cases, the quantities X", Cp m were evaluated at
T^ and at T"_ _ (TC + Tf )/2. 	 Then L e	 was evaluated at
T^ while Cp was evaluated at T" _ (Tb + T f )/2 and at
T	 and these quantities used in Eq. (19) to determine the burning	 y
a
rate. Finally, C p.0 was chosen to be that of the ambient gas
mixture and not an average for all species, and the burning rate com-
puted again.	 This provided a total of 19 cases to be evaluated for
each fuel in order 'to determine the temperature at which agreement
between the theory and experiment would be best. The maximum
and minimum values for Ko using this type of approach are:
K = 6.139 X 10_ 1
 cm2/sec0
4
2	 2	 decane burning in 50% 0 2 - 50To N2K = 2.123 X 10 cm /sec0
d	 K = 7.263 X 10-2 cm2/sec
heptane burning. in air
K = 2, 193 X 10 2 cm2/sec0
It can be seen that there is a substantial variation in the
burning rate using this approach depending upon the evaluation of
Le , 1h , Cps .	 As will be shown, the constant property results
i
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appeared to agree more closely with the experimental results of the i
present work based upon the limited amount of data available. 	 Pre-
S.	 vious experiments (4, 17, 18, 19] achieved fairly close agreement
with the constant property theory, and it is felt that at present this
theory provides the best basis for theoretical comparison.
	 The theo-
retical results shown below will be based upon the constant property {
theory.
4.
D.	 Experimental Burning Rates
Figure 7 shows the theoretical and experimental. results for
n-heptane burning in air at 1 atmosphere pressure and a temperature
9	 of 20 0C..	 The experimental va_hze of
	
K	 =	 1, 775	 X 10- 2
 cm2/sec
is based upon a linear regression of the maximum and minimum
data points shown in the figure.
	 The time shown is the period from
3
1. 36 to 2. 16 seconds after ignition so that the gas phase reaction has
i
had sufficient time to reach a quasi-steady condition.
	 The droplet
was moving through the 'chamber with a constant velocity of 3. 6
CM/sec, which caused the flame to appear as in Figure 1(b).
In order to determine the theoretical value of the burning
rate with the correction for forced convection, the Reynolds number.
was evaluated at each data point.
	 The diameter of the droplet was
j	 then computed using the expression
3
a
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d2 	 =	 do	 -	 Ko
 1 + 0. 276 R e^ t
r
c.
The theoretical value was computed in this manner at each point
using the experimental value of the droplet diameter to compute Re
A "theoretical point" was obtained corresponding to each data point,
and a linear regression analysis performed in order to obtain the
slope of this curve.
	 This slope was the theoretical burning rate
2	 2shown,	 K = 1. 08 3 X
	 10	 cm / sec.
Figure 8 shows the results for a decane droplet burning in a
o
5070 0 
Z	
° 50% N2	 mixture at 23. 5	 C and	 1 atmosphere pressure.
This droplet was a minute satellite ejected from the main droplet by * 3
the spark discharge:, and was moving witii a velocity of 0. 8 cm/sec.
^J
=	 a
The satellite existed for only 0. 01 seconds before the flame was no
longer visible; hence the fete number of data points.
	 Also because
the droplet was so minute (0. 6 mm maximum diameter), it was very
difficult to determine the location of the droplet surface within the
flame due to graininess of the film.	 The apparent curvature of the s
data points may indicate that the droplet was in an unsteady heating
stage since the data begins less than 0. 01 seconds after ignition.
'i
'r
'	 However, it is also possible that there is extreme scatter in the
points due to the difficulty in determing the droplet size from the
film.	 INTO experimental burning rate is presented for decane because
I
r
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the droplet was visible in only this test, and the factors mentioned
above make an experimental determination highly subjective.
E.	 Flame Diameter
The flame diameter shown in Figure 9 for a decane satellite
burning in a 50% 02 - 50% N2 mixture is actually the minor axis of
e
the ellipsoid formed by the flame. 	 The data covers the period from
0. 1 to 0. 34 seconds after ignition.	 The satellite was moving with a
velocity of 10. 9 cm/sec, but the flame was not highly distorted due
possibly to the low Rem	associated with this droplet of 0. 383.
As predicted by Eq. (14), the ratio of the flame to droplet
diameter should remain constant - Tice quasi-steady state conditions
are achieved.	 The curvature evidenced in Figure 9 may indicate
I	 that the droplet was not at this state.
	
In the test with heptane pre-
G
sented in Figure 7, the ratio of the flame to droplet diameter varied
•
between 6. 2 and 7. 2, based upon the minor axis.
	
The value p redic-
a
ted by Eq. (14) is 35, which is substantially greater than the experi-
mental observation. 	 The ratio of the major axis to the droplet {
i
diameter varied between 10. 0 and 12. 1 which is still appreciably
lower than the theoretical value.	 In previous experiments on
n-heptane burning in air in the absence of buoyancy [181, the ratio
of the flame to droplet diameter was found to vary betAvicen 4. 5 and
6. 8, which agrees fairly well with the present result upon the minor
3
' 	
r	 .
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axis.
F. Forced Convective Extinction
Because of the timing error in the package release into free
fall, many droplets achieved substantial velocities relative to the
drop frame. At a large velocity, burning could not be sustained and
i
the flame extinguished. Figure 10 shows (Re .0	at extinction. for
n-heptane at various atmospheric compositions. It is . interesting to
note that the velocity at extinction for YO /Y = 0. 25 at 1 atmosphere
2 N2
pressure was 16 cm/sec, whereas corresponding results for sus-
pended heptane droplets at 1 g achieved imposed convective velocities
above 30 cm/sec without extinction [1]. The supportin g fiber may
help to stabilize the flame in the earlier experiments. The increase
in Re. at extinction as Y
02 N2
/Y	 increases is qualitatively con
sistent with theory ir- view of the greatly reduced chemical reaction
time at the elevated flame temperature of the enriched atmosphere:
G. Flash Extinction
As stated above, no droplet was observed to experience
extinction in the classical sense. 1Iowever two tests with decane
`^.	
burning in a 50 1/'o 02 - 50% N2 mixture resulted in an interesting
F
s: phenomenon which we have termed "flash extinction".
Figure 11 shows a detail from the film of one of those tests,
which corresponds to the flame diameter data of Figure 9. As can
I	 •
.1
r
_	 j
n 	 9R
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be seen, the satellite burned to a small diameter and then seemed to
explode. A phenomenon of somewhat similar appearance was obser-
ved by :Dryer [22] in his worl: with- emulsified ftiels, which he termed
rnicroexplosions. This behavior was not observed with heptanc in
any test, including burning in an 8076 0 2 - 20% N2 mixture, in the
present set of experiments. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the
diameter of the flame decreased sharply immediately prior to the
flash extinction. This type of phenomenon appears likely to necessi-
tate the presence of impurities in the decane whose relative concen-
trations increase during burning, these impurities may be present
initially or perhaps more likely may accumulate during the combus-
tion process.
The presence of hot carbon particles in and around the
•
	
	
droplet surface could facilitate this type of phenomenon. In the fuel
rich region interior to the flame, solid carbon particles are pro-
duced in the combustion process through pyrolysis reactions at the
elevated temperatures found at the flame sheet. The production of
hot .carbon would increase as the flame temperature increased and
as the number of carbon atoms initially present increased, which is
the situation occurring whenever a heavier hydrocarbon fuel with_ay
high heat of combustion burns in an oxygen--rich atmosphere. In our
tests this corresponds to decane burning in a 5076 02 5076 N 2 mix-
ture. This increase in hot carbon production is qualitatively consistent
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with the increased luminosity observed wit'li the decane burnin—, since
the presence of carbon is primarily responsible for the flare's
luminosity.
The hot carbon particles could be transported by :thermo-
phoresis towards the cooler regions near the droplet surface. The
collisions k,etween the gas molecules in the re ;ion interior to the
flame and the carbon particle would result in a transfer of he, t to t:he
gas. The elevated ternpera.ture associated with this heal, transfer
could increase the mass evaporation rate of thc droplet since: if tlae
droplet is at a constant uniform tenipc.rature the heat conducted into
the droplet must equal that needed to vaporize the fuel leaving the
droplet. If the distance the carbon must travel before reaching tlio
droplet is decreased, the heat transfer to the drople:t_througli this
effect would increase. As predicted by Eq. (14), the distance the
carbon would have to travel between the fla iiie sheet and the droplet.
would decrease as the droplet radius decr-zaso l or as Y 	 increased.0 OD
The flash extinction occurred witli minute decane satellites with
Y aCO	 0. 5 which co:rr esponcl to a t-niniavanl distance bet.ween the
flame and droplet for all the tests performed. The sliarp decrease
in the flame diameter mentioned could result f,rorn a rapid decroasc
in droplet radius which would only serve to increase tho lie-at transfer
to the droplet since the flacrie stand-off distance -would clecrea._e.
Eventually a point could be reached wl)cre the droplet ternperwtu:re
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would increase beyond the normal boiling point and the droplet would
superheat, causing the explosion.
A more likely explanation for the flash extinction could be
the result of hot carbon rea ;ping the droplet surface itself. As the
combustion process continued, the concentration of hot carbon in the
droplet would increase. As the flame diameter decreased, the heat
transfer by radiation and conduction to the carbon would increase,
increasing the mass evaporation rate of the droplet. The energy
transfer to the carbon could become sufficient to ignite the particles
themselves if enough otiygen were present for combustion to occur.
With the flame sheet approximation that Y O = 0 inside the flame,
it would not appear likely that the carbon would ignite close t(l the
surface of a large droplet. But for a small droplet -where the name
sheet is positioned physically not far from the droplet and with the
assurtiption of finite-rate kinetics so that oxygen can diffuse into the
region interior to the flarne as described in section 4 -B, it would be
possible for the carbon particles to ignite, This ignition of the carbon
would result in a violent superheating of the droplet which would occur
very suddenly whenever the mass fraction of oygen present at the
a
flame's interior reached a value sufficient for the carbon particles,
generally sub-micron in size, to burn. The close proximity of the
a
flame would enhance. this ignition process.
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7.	 Summary and Conclusions
A.	 Explanation of Experimental Deviations from Theory
The data presented in Figures 7 and 8 show an ex--ierinien-
tal burning rate that is greater than the constant-property theoretical
rate, a difference which seems greater for decane in an oxygen-rich
atmosphere than for heptane in air. To account for this trend it would
appear that a phenomenon is occurring which depends upon the energy
involved in the reaction, hence the fuel and atmosphere, the droplet
size, and the length of burning tithe.
Kumagai [18, 19] achieved very good agreement with theory
in his experiment with heptane burning in air where lie mea.su, ed a
burninn rate constant of 7.8 X -10_ 3 cm /sec.
	 His tirne available
for burning	 was only 0. 5 seconds «<hich is 'Less tlian, the tithe
at which the data in Figure 7 was begun. The burning tirrie may then
be a crucial point in determining a burning rate since there is a
r
difference between the observed burning rates in these experiments
which cover two different time periods.	
x
This behavior appears to be consistent with the plausible
l
1
	 explanation for the flash extinction which was accumulation of hot
I
carbon at or near the,0roplet surface. The accumulation of hot
carbon would depend upon the burning- tit-ne and upon the -fuel itself.,
The disagreement between theory and exherinient is most severe in
•	 i
i
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i
the decane test in the oxygen-rich atmosphere, where one would ex-
i
pect the carbon production to be most severe. For 'heptane burning in
C
air, the rate of carbon production is much less than that of decanie in
9
a 5071/6 02 - 5017/6 N2 mixture, but if a heptane droplet burns for a
considerable length of tine a substantial ainount of carbon could
accumulate in the region near the droplet. The high carbon production
as well as the small droplet size in the deca.ne test discussed are con-
r
ditions where the effects upon the burning rate would lie rtrost severe.
a
It is in precisely that test where the experimental burning rate exceeds
the theoretical rate by the greatest amount. The increased heat trans-
fer to the droplet would increase the mass evaporation rate and hence
the burning rate. The carbon production could be the reason then for
both the increased burning rate observed and the flash extinction.
At the elevated temperatures found interior to the flame
sheet, pyrolysis of the fuel vapor may become a factor. affecting the
I
burning rate of L".he droplet. As described in various works upon
b•,-drocarbon pyrolysis [29, 30, 31], typical reaction times for paraffin
pyrolysis range from 0.01 to 1 seconds with some reactions occurring
in a time scale on the order of 10 ju s. This is within the diffusion
a	 time associated with the fuel.vapor in the inner region where diffusion
r	 ^
-	
2
I
coefficients are typically 1. 3 cm /sec and distances are typically
0. 01 cm2,
Linear saturated hydrocarbons decornpose by chain reactions
n
r
f
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initiated either by unimolecular decomposition of the parent molecule
into two radicals or by oxygen attack on the hydrocarbon, in each
case followed by other elementary reactions. As the hydrocarbon
becomes larger, the number and variety of radicals increase. 	 Al-
though these radicals are generally more reactive than the parent
molecule, the assumption of infinite reaction-rates used in the deri-
vation of Eq. (13), which seems to be a reasonable approximation
during most of the burning history, precludes any effect of the radi-
cals _upon the reaction rate. However since the process is diffusion
controlled, the presence of species different from the parent mole-
cule can change the thermal conductivity and specific heat of the mix-
•	 i
ture, and hence K o .	 The pyrolysis would once again be most
severe at the higher temperatures associated with decane combustion,
and would serve to increase K through an increase in	 and a
decrease in C	 This could contribute to the difference between
P
the experimental and theoretical values of the burning rate, but would
not explain the flash extinction.
It seems probable then that hot carbon production through
dissociation is primarily responsible for the experimental-theoretical
0	 cdifference as well as. the flash extinction. The carbon would accumu-
late in time and therefore its effects would increase in tin-xe. This
would explain why the data of Kumagai agreed with theory for his test
with lieptane, since his burning time was short and there was little
a
T	 '
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time for carbon to accumulate. The data Vresented here began rnucli
later after ignition so that much more carbon could have accumulated
c	 which would affect the burning rate as described above.
The variable property theory described above did not agree
as well as the constant property theory, and in vie.xv_of the difficulties
9
encountered with this analysis it was not used. It would seem however	 a
that a theory which could account for the variation in ,gas properties
clue to thermal and concentration gradients, and yet note be prohibi- 	 A
tvely complex, is desired. However it dogs not seem possible at this
time that one can have both; by necessityr a thaory which can account
for most effects would be quite complex. The variable property
analysis shown above demonstrated the wide variation in the burning
rate possible through allo«r inb thermal variations alone.
It is seen that the burning rate increases for a given fuel
as the oxygen content in the ambient gas increases, according to
i
Eq. (13). Although it was not possible to observe the droplet surface
on tests at different atmospheric constituents fora. given fuel, the
results obtained showing decane in 50°Jo 0 2 with a, higher burning
rate than heptane in air is in qualitative agreement with this theory,
The effect of ambient pressure upon the burning rate was
also not demonstrated, but its effect was seen upon the Extinction
Reynolds number as shown in Figure 10, where a reduction in ambient
pressure was accompanied by a reduction in the Reynolds number.
R
P
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This is consistent witlitheory as evidenced in Appentii:t A where the
Chemical reaction time is increased as the pressure is reduced so
c
that extinction would occur earlier at the reduced pressure.
The flame diameters observed were substantially less than
the theoretical value, but were in agreement somewhat with the data
of Kumagai [18]. It would appear that the assumptions made in the
analysis which led to Eq. (14) may lead to an overestimate of the
flange diameter. It is interesting to note that the ratio of flame to
droplet diametcl- predicted by Eq. (20), the variable property result,
for heptane in air is 10.2 which agrees more closely with the observ-
ed value;. The region around the flame where the temperatures are
maximum would be the region where thermal effects would be great-
est. The assumption of unity Lewis number in the determination of
the -flame position as well as the assumption of constant properties
could be responsible for the _- erestimate.
B.	 Suggestions for Future Work_
The work described herein is really only the beginning of
a more extensive test program aimed at further understandingthis
Phenomenon. But several results useful for future :: f ork have been
shown. In order to effectively study the effects as described above,
a purely stationary droplet must burn in the camera field for the full
2,2 seconds of free-fall. To observe extinction in that time, one
E
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must begin with a droplet whose initial d aniete:r is 0. 5 ninn or less.
The critical problem in achieving a stationary droplet with the appar-
atus described is in the timing accuracy in the release system. At
the present time, the release system for the droplet is 'accurate to
within f3 milliseconds;; the package release system is accurate to
within f 33 milliseconds. Reproducibilities in timing of about
2 milliseconds are needed if stationary, burning droplets are to be
ri.
observed.
'
	
	 The droplet mounting system seems very reliable and is
an efficient method of producing and placing single droplets on the
fiber. The ignition system however supplies too much energy as
presently designed and consequently induces motion in the droplet.
A reduced spark discharge properly tinned could be used to arrest
the droplet motion.
Because of the brightness of the flames associated with
burning in oxygen rich atmospheres, the use of filters is suggested
in order to view the droplet surface. This is extremely important
since the lighting conditions without filters may make viewing the
droplet impossible.
A systematic method of varying the pressure and 02 /NZ
ratio of the ambient gas would provide much iiseful data on reaction
orders and overall activation energies. A program coverin g a grid
of data points for different fuels, to clearly demonstrate the effect of
i
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9. List of Figures
Fig. 1(a) Model of droplet combustion.
1(b) Flame field around a droplet moving with constant
velocity through an oxidizing atmosphere.
-	 Fig. 2 Schematic of drop assembly showing drop frame,
air drag-shield, deceleration tank, and release
assembly.
Fig. 3 Droplet release and ignition mechanism.
Y
i
Fig. 4 Droplet mounting mechanism.
Fig. 5 Schematic of control system.
Fig. 6 Droplet in position prior to test.
Fig. •7 Square of droplet diameter vs. time for n-heptane
burning in air, 	 P = 1 atm. , T. = 20°C.
Fig 8
i
Square of droplet diameter vs. time for decane
1
satellite burning in 50% 02 - 5010 N2 mixture,
P = 1 atm, TCO = 23. 5°C.
Fig. 9 Square of flame diameter vs. time for exploding
deca.ne satellite burning in 50 %d 02 - 50% N2 mixture,
P = 1 atm. , TCO = 23. 5°C.
Fig. 10 ` (Re	 at extinction vs. Y0 /YN	for .n - heptane
2	 2
s T^ = 23. 5°C.
Fig. 11 Decane satellite experiencing flash extinction.
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Appendix C 1
Derivation of the Formula for the Damkohler Number
We assume a one-step reaction
mO + nF pP
E/R T
whose specific reaction rate is given by k
	 Be	 o	 Using
the definitions provided by Williams [21, we Proceed as .follows:
N	 N
V
	
N 	 v n m.
i-1	 i=1
N
d C../dt= v" - Vr k ^ C.i	 i	 i j=1
N'
Xi	Yi/Wi
	 >	 Y. /W.^
j.^= 1
N
i
P/R T = P
	 Y. / W.	 for an ideal gas
O	
1	 li=1
}
(PIR0)(Xd
	 P•(Y1 /W1)
I
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P = E M/V
(P/R,oT)(Xi)
	 [EM/v1[1v1 /EM) /W
Mi /W.V = moles per volume	 C.
C. = (P/R.aT) (Xi) ;,.
In terms of oxygen in a diffusion flame, we then have -
	
M	 n
PX	 PX	 3
8 C/dt -m k CD C _- m kC	 R O	 R to f
	 o f
_ PX C	 PX^,
let	 Ro fl	 r	 Ito' f
dC/dt = -mkcman
Solving the equation and letting T = chemical reaction time
i
1
w	 : 'I2 5
	
C -m dC 
_ - mkO n dt	 M 1
-1-m - mkBnT
T-m +1 /[I - rn][-mkn]
In terms of original variables
m+n-1
-m(l -m) k	
.1	 [ o]m-1 [ F,]n m> 1, 1 /,r > 0
.	 o f
The Damkohler number D£ is defined as flow time/chemical time
'C
Flow time S 2 /D0f where- S = flai^ne thickness
3
lm+n-1
	
rrg - 1	 nE'	 m+n-1
17 _ 
S2 k 
p ro
	
_YF	 1
F Dof	 1t0T	 0	 'bYF	 N (Yj /W J)j=1
S 2	
[p f]m-fin- 1 [Y 7m-1 [,^F]n-
p^f	 DOf	 Iwo] m-1 1>F1n
For an order of magnitude calculation, we can assume that
O	 Y = 1 so that we obtain
r
1
^^-
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Appendix C2
Evaluation of Gas Properties
In order to determine the theoretical burning rate, the
factors appearing in Eqs. (13), (15) and (19) had to be evaluated.
Since the gas properties were to be evaluated for (13) at
T, = (Th + T fV2,	 the adiabatic flame ternperatut e needed to be
calculated. This was accomplished using the NASA Adiabatic Flame
Temperature program, which allowed for dissociation and determined
the equilibrium composition,. The output of this progrann for all the
test cases is shown in Appendix C.
The properties of each species were then evaluated using the
following formulae from [32]. Temperattires are in oK.
h	 ,
105X (DECANE)(cal/sec cm oC) =-1.43507 +9. 06309 X 10 3 T
r+ 1.78134 x 10_ 5
 T2
I	 C (DEC.ANE)(cal/g oK)	 0.056'0393 -k- 1.41072 -4 10-3Tp
- 6.96289 x 10_ 7 T2 + 1. 31224 X 10-10 T,3
Cp(HEPTANE)(cal/.g°K) = 0.982018 + 1.30398 x 10 -3
 T
- 5.92804 x 10 -7 T2 + 1.01054 x 10-10 T3
Cp(02 )(cal /g 0K)	 0.177100 + 1.49509 X 10 -4 T
t
- 8.44940 X 10 -8
 T2 + 1. 83236 X 10 -11, T3
Cp(N2 )(cal/g °IC) = 0.201678 + 1.08013 x 10 4 T
3.32212 X 10 -8_T2 + 2.45228 X 10 12 T3
.	 r
f
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Cp(AIR.)(cal/g oK) = 0.208531 + 7.71027 X 10 - T
- 8.5676 X 10
-9
 T2 - 4.75772 X 10-12 ,T,3 
Jl(O2, N2. 	 I-IEPTANE) were obtained from tables in [32].
From [33], the properties of the fuels, PIL and OII, , were
obtained which were also used in the NASA program. to compute the
flame temperature. From [34], the heat of vaporization and boiling
	
'	 temperatures of the fuels were also obtained. The conversion fac-
tors used were; I J cm 0  = 4. •1865 cal/cm -sec- 06
1 BTU/ t,bm of = 4.184 J/g 0K, 1 cal = 4. 186 J, and l tb/sec ft.
0. 0671969 gin/cm - sec. Theheats of combustion of the fuels were
obtained from [35].
The computation of Xmix' the thermal conductivity of the
02 - N2 gas mixture, was accomplished using the formula fr.oin
s
[36] p. 25 8
N
X.
mix -	 N
	
i = 1	 X.i
j=1
where
	1	 1
	
W.	 µ	
`,^ a
	^	 cj5i	 l	
E W, 
•	 1 -} ---
^ ^	 J	 µJ	
1
h
^i and JA were evaluated at T(Tb + T )/2 , and the values
	
t	 ,
_	 r
-: ,.... .. . ;:	 ...-na.x.^. _.,. _._ -^.,»r, ... ..L.as..a.:.ti;c. 	 :a-. tt +^re^33ia^9^tY.
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j
WO = 31..998 gTn/mole,
	 W^ = 28..01,3 gmhnolc: were used;
2	
2	
15 Rderived frorn expression
	 pi	 ^i/ ( 4 M.--) asi
described in [36).
The effective thermal conductivity was then defined as
C
7l. = 0.4 XF + 0.6 X
mix
There were ten cases %v9-ich needed to be evaluated since for each
gas mixture and fuel, the flame temperature was different. These
results are shown in Fable 1, which also includes the density of the
gas mixture, defined as
P mix X0 p^ + XN P N2	 2	 Z	 2
The densities were evaluated at 23.5 0C, an average ambient tem-
perature, from the ideal gas law. The viscosities of the mixtures
were obtained from 136], p. 24
N>^^ X.
N
i - 1	 X, 4)..
j-
I
where Vii, is defined as above. These viscosities were evaluated
i
r	 ^
rr
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at 23.5 OC also, for use in the correction for forced convection (15).
In the evaluation of (19), several methods were used in
defining the quantities therein. The gas properties were evaluated
using the formulae above and the binary diffusion coefficient was
evaluated from [36] p. 22 using
	
D.	
3 1
	 1
0.0018583 1 ^T (W. +	 W . )
J
	
z	 P Q 2	 C
AB AB
As stated in 6-B above, the quantities in Eq. (19) were defined in
several different manners and at several different temperatures.
Each quantity was evaluated using the definitions below Eq. (20), and
the value of 1Co
 evaluated. The heat of combustion used was the
lower heating value corresponding to gaseous products of combus-
tion. The results were summarized in 6-B.
i
F
I''
T@tL
Y
.^s
Y`
%
P
" Ht
1
F/0'
TAD. Flame
°X
T
°K
µmix
ticm•se
s run'
Jig °K'
Fuel
J/cm • .-°X
I
10 ILN2.
Jlees-.-°X J/tens e .X
I	 %mix
3/cm-.- Y.
#
3/em-e k
8C
. /em1
^mlx
X/cml
PEPTANE 20 80 29.4 .2847 2160 5265.7 1.912 4.201 1.40 0.854 0.740 0.7590 1.01.34 0.6120 1. 1, C2
X	 10-4 X 10' 3
'	 1.]3
X t0^ 3
X 10-3
0.845
I	 x	 10 3
X 10
-3
0.732
x 10 3
it	 10 -3
0.7508
x	 10,3
x	 10 -3
1.0O25
x	 10.3
0.6344
:	 I0-3
S.3012
x	 10,4
HF.PTA XE. 20 80 14.7 .2847 2147 1248.0 1.812
X	 10 4
4.179
11E?TA::.E 2S 7S 29.4 .2847 2385 1373.2 1.825
9	 10 ,4
4.126 1.60
X	 10 3
Ij	 0.910
X	 10.3
0.787
X	 10 3
0.41.18
X	 t0 ,3
.1.12:7
x	 70-3
C. 6120 1.107:
X	 10-3
/1LP:A\i 30 70 29.4 .2647 2538 1454.7 1-.837
X	 10 '4
4.402 1.75
M	 10 3
0.9+8
X	 10 -3
0.821
X	 10
-3
0.6533
x	 10-3
1,2120
X	 10"3
0.6120 i	 1.175•
I	 x	 30-1
li£1TA'.:i. SO SO 29.4 .2947 2856 1611.711.990
X	 10 -4
1,531 2.05
X	 10 .3
^	 1.027
x	 t0 "3
0,901
X	 10 -3
0.9571
X IC 3
1.7943
X	 16'3
0.6120 1.2085
.	 .0.3
D ECA::T 20 60 29.4 .2869 2159 1303..1 1.812
X	 l0 .4
4.194 1.)008
X	 10.3
0.873
X	 10 3
0.755
X	 10 3
0.7744
X	 10 3
1,1451
x	 20 3
0.4C13 j	 1. Ito!
(	 X t0 3
D ECANE 23
!
75 29.4 .2869 2384 1415.6 I. 
8'5
x	 1.0 '4
1.9716
X	 10 3
0.929
X	 10 3
0.804
x	 10 3
0.8302
3
x 1Q 3
1.2802
%	 1C•3
.0..6031 1. 1F:.
X	 1 . 3
,.::AXE 30 70 29.4 .2869 2538 1492.611. 9]T
K	 10 ,4
I
4.180 2.1678
x	 l9
-3
0.956
X	 10.3
0.839
X	 10 3
0.9713
x	 10 '3
1.3599
x	 10.3
0.6033 1.t:52
X	 10.3
D ECAX E SD SO 29. 4 .2869 2656 1651 . 8 L B90
X
	 10"4
4,510 2 . 6010
X	 10 3
L 046
K	 10*3
0 . 922
X	 10 3
.0.9775
X	 10 '3
1.6269
X	 10 '3
0.6033 1.20:5
x	 1C^3
`LECAXE 80 20	 i 29 . 4 .2869 3 056 !751.6 L 977
x	 10 .4
4.186 2.8928
x	 10.3
1.096
x	 10.3
0.982
x	 10
-3
1 . 069
	
!
x	 10.3	
I
1.7545
x	 10.3
0.6031 1.2Si.5
r 1G 3
R
F
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Appendix C3
The NASA Adiabatic Flame Temperature program was utilized
to determine the flame temperature and equilibrium compositions for
the ten test conditions. These correspond to the case numbers in the
output and the following conditions: t
• i
CASE NO.	 FUEL ATMOSPHERE
i
PRESSURE (atm.)
1 heptane 20°fo 02 - 80 % N2
i
1
2 heptane 2001,10 02 - 80% N2 1/2
3 heptane 25% 02 - 75% N2 1
•4 heptane 300jo 0 7076 N2 1
5 heptane 50% 02 - 50% N2 1
6 decane 200/0 0 80 %o N2 1
7 decane 250/0 02 - 75% N2 1
8 decane 30% 02 - 70% N2 1
9 decane 50% 02 -50% N2 1
10	 decane 80% 02 - 2076 N2 1
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14.	 APPENDIX D
SUMMARY OF SCIENTIFIC RESULTS
4
Idealizations common to theories of droplet burning include the
approximations of spherical symmetry, quasisteady flow and chemical
equilibrium. Since elimination of any of these assumptions makes it
difficult to calculate theoretical results accurately, accurate comparison
between theory and experiment may be facilitated by performing
experiments under conditions that conform to the stated approximations.
The most obvious source of departure from the assumptions for experi-
ments with suspended droplets is buoyancy that produces nonspherical
convection. Kumagai 1-3 pioneered the elimination of this effect b
	
 L	 ]P	 Y
studying droplet combustion in a freely falling chamber. Results of
experiments similar to those of Kumagai have been obtained.
In Kumagai's tests zero gravity was achieved for less than one
second, so that burning o completion in spherical symmetryP Y Y never
occurred. It was found that unsteady conditions prevailed in the gas
during the entire observation time. To see if quasisteady flow could
be, established under conditions of spherical symmetry, the present
experiments were performed in a facility affording more than two seconds
of'zeroravit . An experimental apparatus was designed, and a seriesg	 Y	 P	 PP
of experiments upon n-hepta.ne
 and n-decane droplets burning in atmos-
pheres consisting of 20, 25, 30, 50 and 80 percent oxygen diluted with
e
Wr r
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nitrogen at pressures of 1/2 and 1 atmosphere were performed at the
NASA-Lewis Research Center's Zero-Gravity Facility. Data from the
experiments were obtained from a 16 mm high speed motion picture
camera which recorded the events that occurred in each test.
Typical data obtained through analysis of the film on a Vanguard
Motion Picture Analyzer are shown in Figure 1. The experimental burning
i
rate constant for n-heptane burning in air was determined by a linear
regression analysis of the data to be K 1. 775 X 10 -2
 cm2 /sec . The
theoretical value corrected for forced convective effects was K = 1. 083 X 10
2
cm /sec based upon the classical constant property theory. This heptane
droplet was observed for 2. 16 seconds in the absence of buoyancy and
appeared to achieve quasisteady conditions but in the presence of forced
i
convection due to droplet motion. Even after application of a correction
for convection, the burning rate exceeded that measured by Kumagai [2].
The extent to which .measured burning rates exceeded those calculated
y
theoretically seemed to increase with increasing oxygen content of the
atmosphere and to be greater for decane than for heptane.
A phenomenon termed "flash extinction" was observed in tests with
decane. Minute satellite droplets were observed to burn to very small
diameters at which point they seemed to explode. These tests were
performed in atmospheres consisting of 50% 02 - 507o N2 by mass at one
atmosphere pressure.
I
g	 -	 All
The most probable explanation for the flash extinction and the
discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental values for the
burning rate is the accumulation of hot carbon at or near the surface of
the droplet through pyrolysis processes. The carbon production would be
most severe in the tests with decane where the flash extinction occurred
and where experimental-theoretical differences are the gr eatest. Ignition
of the hot carbon at the droplet surface could cause the flash, and the
increased heat transfer from the carbon to the droplet could increase
the burning rate. Carbon buildup would be less severe in the experiments
of Kumagai because of the shorter test time.
Carbon production can be seen then as possibly being a crucial
factor in this type of combustion. The burning time, fuel used, and
atmospheric content all are factors which affect the production of carbon,
whose effect upon the burning rate has not yet been fully demonstrated.
It may be inferred that even if conditions of quasisteady flow and spherical
s frnmetry are achieved, effects of .nonequilibrium chemistry seem likely
tr	 146
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The square of the droplet diameter as a function
of time for an n-hep:tane droplet burning in air at a _pres-
sure of one atmosphere and an ambient temperature of 20°C.
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APPENDIX E
ELECTROSTATIC POSITIONING
OF DROPLETS
1.	 Abstract
t
Electrostatic methods for positioning a droplet in a confined space
were studied. The droplets were charged by induction, due to the presence
	 = 14 ^
of an electrostatic field between two parallel plates, one grounded and the
other connected to a high positive voltage. A resulting attractive force
between the charged droplet and the positive plate caused the droplet to
,t-
move toward that plate. Experiments were performed in which the plates
were made of aluminum and were 20 cm in diameter. The polar liquid,
y
x
water, and the non-polar liquid, heptane, were investigated. The induc-
tive charges attained by the droplets were measured to be on the order
of 10-12 coulombs for millimeter- size droplets in electric fields on
OWN W
r
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the order of kilovolts per centimeter. The charges attained by water
were approximately on order of magnitude greater than those attained
by heptane. The results suggest that a six-electrode arrangment pro_-
y
viding controllable electrostatic fields in three mutually perpendicular
directions may position a droplet at a predetermined point in a con-
fined space if influences of gravity are negligible.
2. _ Nomenclature 	 4
a	 acceleration, Vq/md .
b	 viscosity parameter, 61r77r/m.
c	 charge density. 	 j
d	 separation between capacitor plates.
E	 electrostatic field intensity, V/d . 	
1
3
a
g	 acceleration of gravity.
j	 current density.	 i
k	 droplet growth factor.
M	 mass of droplet.	 s
q	 charge of droplet.
I!	
r	 radius of droplet.
t	 time.
V	 voltage.
f
rISO
X	 horizontal displacement of droplet.
Y	 vertical displacement of droplet.
E	 permittivity.
viscosity of the surrounding gas.
P	 droplet density.
O	 electrical conductivity.
T	 time constant, C/o'.	 ry
3.	 Introduction	 -
The NASA Spacelab program affords the opportunity to perform
experiments under conditions of negligible gravity, in various areas of
basic research. One of those areas is combustion, and NASA has de-
signed a combustion facility for pursuit of such experiments in
Spacelab. 1 Buoyancy is a predominant force for removing hot com-
bustion products from burning condensed materials, and the negligible
acceleration of gravity in Spacelab effectively removes buoyancy,
thereby potentially introducing significant modifications to burning
mechanisms. A preliminary study has been performed by Knight 
on the effect that elimination of gravitational forces exerts on the
I	 burning of liquid fuel droplets. As part of his study, experiments in
a drop tower were performed, similar to those of Kumagai and Isoda. 3
x•^
1	
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The results indicated that in earthbound experiments there are severe
experimental difficulties in positioning a free, stationary droplet at
a prescribed. position and observing its entire burning history under con-
ditions of negligible forced or free convection. Therefore. droplet burn-
ing appears to be one promising area for study in Spacelab. Other
droplet experiments, not involving combustion, also maybe of interest.
In connection with such experiments it is necessary to,lave a method for
positioning a droplet, preferably remotely, at a selected location in a
gas-filled chamber in the absence of gravity. The present paper addresses
this problem of droplet positioning.
Three of the methods that may be considered for droplet positioning
are mechanical, 4 acousticals
 and electrical.' ? Mechanical devices work
best at reduced pressures but tend to introduce flow disturbances in
atmospheres that may support combustion. Acoustical methods have
been well developed recently, 4 but they require placement of the droplet
inside a relatively small chamber with a high degree of enclosure that
may interfere somewhat with the observation of droplet combustion.
Therefore electrical methods warrant study. Of the various conceivable
electrical techniques, a straightforward use of electrostatics would
appear to be simplest. Therefore an investigation was undertaken into
electrostatic methods of droplet positioning.
-	 The most direct concept for application of electrostatic methods
begins with the assumption that the droplet is electrically neutral. Some
_	 A.
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liquids have permanent dipole moments, and even those that do not are
,polarizable in an electric field. In either case, the net dipole moment
K 	 P in the direction of an applied electric field E is P = ar E
where a is the polarizability, which is often expressed as being
proportional to the permittivity through the electrical susceptibility. $
P.-.
	 -► 	 -.Since the force on a droplet in an electric field is P • 0 E = ar E • 0 E
a nonuniform field can serve to move an uncharged droplet. Although
s
data on electrical susceptibilities are sparce, the permanent dipole
-30
moment of water, 6. 1 X 10	 coulomb-meters, can 4e used to
estimate the fields needed for positioning a droplet in an apparatus having
	
o h o	 of a	 tens of centimeters, nd i is found h fieldsa size m e rder	 few toa	 t	 that e
I
on the order of a few hundred volts per centimeter rnay suffice. A suit-
a
able arrangement may be to place six spherical electrodes inside a
grounded cage and to plan to attract the droplet toward any desired elec-
trode by applying a voltage to that electrode.
When an effort was made experimentally to test this concept, it
was found that net charges that existed within droplets overbalanced the
effect of the induced dipole moment. Therefore an alternative approach
was studied, in which the charge on the droplet was used to move the
droplet in a nearly uniform electric field. The present paper details a
study that has been made on the motion of liquid droplets in a nearly
uniform electrostatic field. The .principal results are curves defining
the extent to which the droplet can be charged.
q
i
x
•	
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4•	 Theoretical Considerations
The presence of a positive charge on one plate of a capacitor
near a grounded droplet causes a'redistribution of electrons within
the droplet, giving it a negative surface charge, the creation of which
is called charging by induction. After the droplet is released from the
grounding element, the resulting attractive force between the droplet
and the positive plate causes the droplet to move toward that plate. 7
Under the influence of gravity acting in the downward (y) direc-
tion the equations of motion of a droplet exposed town ele'ctric field in
the horizontal (x) direction then are
M 
x	 (V/d) q U' T 77 r
and
my	 Mg I- 61Y77ry
in which the last term is the Stokes formula for the droplet drag force.
The; geometrical arrangement in which Eqs. (1) and (2) apply is that
which has been set up in the laboratory to test the concept of electro-
static positioning.
It is possible for the net charge q on the droplet to vary with
time. An estimate 
of 
whether such a variation occurs may be obtained
from a combination of the law of conservation of charge, V j + 6 0
Ohm's law,
	 QE and Maxwell's first equation, v E	 C/C.
F
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Here j is the current density and c is the charge per unit volume.
These equations yield c/T + c = 0, where 7 = E/CT is the charac-
teristic time over which the charge may change Use may be made of
the permittivity of free space  (EO = 8. 85 X 10 14 farad/cm) and of
an approximate value for the conductivity of air  (or= 0.25 X 10-15
ohm-1 cm-1 ) to obtain the estimate T	 354 sec. Although mea-
sured variations in a exceed an order of magnitude,, characteristic
charging times under the experimental conditions always are greater
than a few tens of seconds, large compared with the time that a droplet
remains between the condenser plates in the laboratory measurements
(tenths of seconds). Therefore q maybe expected to remain approxi-
mately cbnstant in these tests. It may be noted that air ionization,
which occurs above a critical field intensity 10 of 30 KV/cm at atmos-
pheric conditions, did not occur in the present experiments since the
intensities did not exceed 12 KV/cm. It may also be inferred that
collection of charge by the droplet during positioning may be expected
to occur if the droplet is exposed to the field for times large compared
with a few tens of seconds.
Strictly speaking, the reasoning just given refers to accumu-
lation of charge in air. As an alternative model, assume a current
density j = Q E in the gas and a collection area of 7t r2
 for the
droplet. Then q = 7T r2o'E provides a rough estimate of the rate
_.1	 3
of increase of charge of the droplet. For r 10 cm and_ E = 10 V/cm,
i
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3
this gives q ;z^s 10 14 coulombs/sec, which again is found to result
in negligible charge accumulation over the time scale of the y present
experiment but to produce significant charging over times on the order
of tens of seconds.
With q taken as constant, Eqs. (1) and (2) may be written
in the form
r
x+ bx	 a,	 y+ b y	 g	 ;^	 (3)
the constants _ a and b being defined in the nomenclature. The
straightforward solution, subject to the initial conditions x(0) = y(0) = 0
ti
R
	
	
and x (0) = ] (0) 0 , clearly has y = (g/a) x . Therefore the tra-
jectory of each droplet between the plates is a straight line, inclined
to the horizon, '-,al, in these experiments. This prediction has been
verified by observation and by photography of droplet trajectories.
By use of the known viscosity of air
	 can be shown that
the correction arising from the Stokes force is about 0. 5% in these
experiments, and so b =- 0 is a good approximation for the present
ly	 tests With this approximation, if the droplets are released from a
distance -y0
 above the capacitor plates then when they reach the
upper edge of the plates their velocity will be y
	 (2gy0)	 To ob-
tain an approximate solution for the trajectory, this value may be used
as an initial condition in Eq. (3) whichdescribes the motion of the droplet
V r
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between the plates. With b = 0 it is found that x = at /2 and
Y = (2gy0 )i t + gt2 /2 , which implies that
t
y = (g /a ) x + 2(g y0 x/a )	 (4)
Hence the trajectory of a droplet released above the capacitor is a
curved line while the droplet is 'between the plates. This prediction
also has been verified by experimental observation.
5.	 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure	 f
f
About 150 droplet tests were conducted in the experimental
program. The test set-up (Figs. 1 and 2) comprised the electrostatic
field and the droplet release systems. In several tests an AE -1 Canon
camera was used for photography of the droplet trajectory. The result
shown in Fig. 3 illustrates the straight -.line
 trajectory of droplets re-
leased between the plates. The increase in the spacing of the droplets
as they move downward is indicative of their acceleration.
The electrostatic field system consisted of a parallel-plate
capacitor (two aluminum plates, 20 cm in diameter, 0. 5 cm width) and
1
a power supply of 0 to 50 d. c. kilovolts (KV) -- Integrated Laser
11
(1
Modulator, model ILM-70, by Electro- Optical. Instruments, Inc. One
plate was grounded (to the ground of the power supply), the other plate
I.
:,.	 ►vim	
-p-
being connected to the positive high voltage.
r
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The droplet releasing mechanism consisted of a glass con-
tainer with two narrow openings opposite each other, the lower one
connected to a glass pipette (inner diameter varied from 5 to 0. 5 mm),
and the upper connected to vacuum (0. 1 to 1 atm) through two continuous
	
'	 valves, one having	 an opening to ambient pressure. By adjusting
first the vacuum valve and then the ambient valve, the: pipette is caused
to release droplets, one by one, as needed. To preventpossible
secondary charging effects, the liquid in the pipette (and in the con-
tainer) was grounded.
f
Two series of tests were completed. First the feasibility of
the method was studied with water, and later tests were performed with
heptane (hydrocarbon fuel). Droplets were released 1 cm apart from
a position adjacent to the groundedlate, the voltage being adjustedP	 g	 g J
until the droplets hit the bottom of the other plate. This technique was
selected because it provided the most accurate means for determining
the droplet trajectory. The distance between the plates was varied
from 2 to 7 cm (6 positions), forcing the droplets to move horizontally
7
3
1 to 6 cm.	 In the vertical direction, the origin y0
 for the released
F droplet varied from 20 cm above the plates to the center of the plates,
	
P	 ,
in increments of 10 cm (4 positions) with water, and from 10 cm above
j
the plates to the center of the plates in increments of 5 cm (5 positions)
with heptane. Each test was repeated about three times, the average
F	 ^
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value of voltage of all runs being recorded. Typical variations in
voltage were 1-576,  the differences being attributable to alignment,
conductivity and polarizability variations.
k `-.
6.	 Results and Discussion
The objective of these experiments was to obtain values for
the inductively produced charge q of the droplets. This value must
be available if a suitable positioning device, based on this electrostatic
a
principle, is to be designed. With conditions adjusted so that the drop-
let just touches the lower edge of the positively charged plate, the
values of x and y are known accurately at the end of the trajec-
0.tort'. By solving Eq. (4) for a , it may be shown from the definition
of a that
M	
gx 2 Y + 2 y0 + 2 y0N (y t'0 )	 (5)(Y/d) y
which provides the charge-to-mass ratio in terms of measured quanti-
ties. The time interval that the droplet spends within the electric field
is also obtained by solving a quadratic, viz ,
s
^.	 -
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These results are to be used for y0 > 0; if the droplet is released
from between the plates then q/m = g(x/y)/(V/d) and t = ./g y/2
4.
	
	 y now being measured from the point of injection rather than from the
top of the plates. The time intervals that the released droplets spend
within the electrostatic field are listed in Table 1. 3
Note from Eq. (5) that the charge-to-mass ratio may be ob-
tained without measuring the mass of the droplet. The charge per unit
surface area of the droplet also may be of interest, but -^obtaining this
.k
requires measuring the droplet radius. A quantity proportional to the
charge per unit surface area is
q/r2
 = (4/3) IT r p (q/m)	 (7)
It was observed that when the droplet was released from inside the
electric field, its radius grew, depending on the voltage, before it
became detached from the pipette. An approximate linear law was
determined experimentally for the growth, namely,
r	 r0 (1 + kV)	 (8)
Values of the growth factor k are given in Table 2. It is noted that
k is smallest in the center of the field.. This may indicate that a non-
uniform field enhances the growth effect. Use of Eq. (8) enables q/r?
a^
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to be calculated from Eqs. (5) and (7).	 Relevant physical properties
of water and heptane, the first of which is used in this calculation,
are listed in Table 3.
The simplest result to derive from the experimental obser-
vations is the dependence of the voltage between the plates on the
horizontal distance of droplet travel, under the condition that the droplet
impinges on the lower edge of the positive plate. Such results are shown
ti
in Figs. 4 and 5, for water and heptane respectively, for different ele -
vations of droplet release. Positive values of y
0 
correspond to
!	 release positions above the upper edge of the plates, and negative values
between the plates. The near linearity of these plots suggests that if the
y	 electric field intensity were plotted instead of the voltage, then the values
E
i
obtained would be nearly constant, for fixed values of y
0
. Figures 6
and 7 reveal that this is true only approximately. There is a tendency
for the necessary field intensity to decrease as the distance of travel,
or plate separation,decreases. It is understandable that higher field
intensities are needed at larger values of y0 because the velocity at
which the droplet is traveling when it reaches the upper edge of the
plates increases as y
0 
increases.
The relationships shown in Figs. 4 through 7 enable the
a
charge-to-mass ratios, calculated from Eq. (5), to be plotted as a
function of the voltage difference between the plates, the electric
field intensity or the horizontal distance of droplet travel, for various
q.	 161
values of the vertical position of droplet release. Such graphs are
shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10, respectively, for water and in Figs. 11,
12 and 13, respectively, for heptane. It is seen that typical charge-
to-mass ratios for water droplets, achieved by induction in these
experiments, are on the order of 10 -5 coulombs/kg, while those for
heptane are about an order of magnitude lower. The low polarizability
of heptane in comparison to that of water is likely to be. the cause of
this difference.
Although the graphs as a function of the electric field inten-
sity may be expected to have the greatest fundamental significance
(Figs. 9 and 12), the curvatures in these plots make extrapolation of
the data difficult. Extrapolation appears to be more straightforward if
the voltage or the horizontal distance of travel is used as the horizontal
scale, and the dashed lines in the figures illustrate such extrapolations.
It is evident especially from Figs. 9 and 12 that as the elevation of the
point of droplet release increases, the induced charge-to-mass ratio
decreases. Stated differently, a higher electric field intensity between
the plates is needed to produce the same charge-to-mass ratio at a i
larger value of yo .	 This is understandable for positive values of
YO because the field intensity at the point of droplet release then
decreases rapidly with increasing yo . However, it is somewhat sur-
prising in Fig. 12 to find a measurable difference between the curves
for yo -5cm and y0 = -10cm. The variation in droplet mass, as
r a
N r
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implied by Table 2, may be somewhat responsible for this result; the
droplets at yo = - 5 cm are somewhat larger than those at y0 = -10 cm,'
and so if the charge does not increase in proportion to the mass, the
charge-to-mass ratio will be smaller at y0 = -5cm.
The extrapolations in Figs. 8 and 11 suggest that even for
zero potential difference a negative charge on the droplets may exist.
Such charging may result from frictional effects operative during droplet
injection and appear to lie in the range of 10 6 coulombs/kg for water
and 10 7 coulombs/kg for heptane. These charges may be particularly
important in droplet-positioning devices if the droplet is released in the
absence of the electrostatic field, a procedure which appears desirable
•	 t
from the viewpoints of both convenience and safety. Therefore it is un-
fortunate that the present experiments have not been able to quantify this
effect of residual charge more accurately.
2Graphs of q/r , corresponding to Figs. 8 through 13, may
be obtained by use of Eq. (7). These results are plotted in Figs. 14
through 19. It is seen that the charge per unit surface area, induced on
the water droplets, is on the order of 10 - 9
 coulombs /cm2,
 while that
-10
	 2for heptane is about 10 	 coulombs/cm . The same trends that were
evident in the q/m curves again are seen. Extrapolated values for
-10	 2
zero potential difference are 10	 coulombs/cm for water and
10-11 coulombs/cm2 for heptane.
T	 _,
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Because of the very low electrical conductivity of heptane 12
3
(a factor of 3 x 106 less than that of water, see Table 3), it is to be
anticipated that heptane will require a greater amount of t°:me than water 	 e
to acquire its induced charge. This expectation was borne out experimen-
tally. About 10 seconds of exposure to the electrostatic field were re-
quired for the experimental results with heptane to be reproducible. The
corresponding time delay for water was too short to be measured. Hep-
tone and water also have different values of surface tension (Table 3).
Partially becuase of this, the droplets formed by the two linuids may be
of different sizes under otherwise identical conditions. Experimentally,
droplet diameters were about 0. 30 cm for water and 0. 25 cm for heptane.
7.	 Concluding Remarks
There are obvious limitations in attempting to develop, through
earthbound experiments, design of an apparatus for positioning of droplets
electrostatically under conditions of negligible gravity. For example,
residence times of droplets between the plates of the condenser in the
present experiments were in the range of 0. 1 to 0. 2 sec. , well below
the residence times in gravity-free environments. Therefore relatively
high fields, up to 11 KV/cm, were needed in the present experiments to
measure droplet deflections. In the absence of gravity, weaker fields
may be used, since times on the order of 10 sec. or more are expected
to be available for adjusting the position of a droplet. These longer time
nr' r	
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frames may have two effects. First, accumulation of charge during
positioning, which was negligible in the present experiments, may be
significant in the zero -g application; this phenomenon would enhance
the effectiveness of the positioning device. Second, the field intensity
required to effect positioning at zero g is likely to be appreciably less
than that required to make the present laboratory measurements. For
example, a heptane droplet with a charge of 10 -6 coufombs/kg can be
caused to move from rest a distance of 10 cm in 10 sec by means
of a field as low as 20 V/cm, according to the design equation
X. = (V/d)(q/m) t2 /2	 (9)
obtained through integration of Eq. (1) with drag neglected. Thus, the
	 a
electrostatic method appears to be relatively promising for applications
in which the acceleration of gravity is negligible.
The present experiments have served. to determine the orde=r
i
of magnitude of the charge per unit mass on droplets released from a
pipette in the vicinity of an electrostatic field. Although this information
is helpful in developing a design of an electrostatic positioner, there
remain uncertainties that should be considered during design. The mag-
nitude of the electric field has a large influence on the droplet charge,
and the charge will be small for a droplet released prior to initiation of
y
V a r-
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the field. Moreover, this initial charge may depend appreciably tin.
the mechanism of droplet release. Although it may be possible to
employ O -ray emitters to impart a charge to a droplet released
with negligible charge, the present experiments suggest that provi-
sion for this is not like' ( to be necessary. Instead, it seems reason-
able to provide a margin of safety in the positioner design by employing
electrodes that can be charged to the kilovolt range, the potential being
adjustable to 1% (e. g. , 50 to 5000 V D. C. ). With such a design, large
enough field intensities will be available to cause the droplet to collect
charge during its motion, if necessary, while at the same time fields
as low as 10 V/cm can be controlled.
aA schematic illustration of a positioner design, consistent
with the dimensions of the combustion facility of Spacelab, l is shown
3
in Fig. 20. This design is intended to provide flexibility, so that
different modes of operation can be explored under zero-g conditions,
	
3
3
and the most convenient mode can be selected. Note that in providing
easy external access to the volume in which the droplet is to be confined,
the design allows some divergence of lines of electrostatic force, thereby
potentially making some use of the polarizability of the liquid as well.
Although successful operation of the device requires zero-g testing
for verification, there is every reason to believe, based on the experi-
ments reported herein, that the device will perform its positioning
function successfully.
I
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Table 1.	 Time Intervals in the Electrostatic Field
Y0 (CM) 20	 10	 5	 0	 -5	 -10
t(sec) 0.0836	 0.1045	 0.125	 0.202	 0.175	 0.143
C.i
Table 2. Values of the Droplet Growth Factor k (°Jo/KV)
Y0 (cm) 0 -5 -10
s
water 3 — 1.5
heptane 2	 1.5 1
Table 3. Properties of Water and Heptane
density 11 electrical dipole surface tensionll
property conductivity12 moment11 inair at 20 oC3(g/cm } -1	 -1ohm	 cm -18(10	 e. s. u.) (dynes/cm)
water 1 10 6 1.87
{
73
heptane
i
c
40
•
0.684, 12^-0.33 x 10 ...0
i
r
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9.	 List of Figures
Fig. 1	 Schematic diagram of the test apparatus.
Fig. 2	 Photograph of the test apparatus.
Fig. 3
	
Photograph of the droph,;4, trajectory, obtained through
stroboscopic illumination, for droplets of water released
j
between the parallel plates of the condenser.
Fig. 4	 Dependence of voltage on horizontal distance of droplet
travel, for impingement on the lower edge of the positive
	 x
plate, at various values of the vertical position of droplet
release for water.
Fig. 5
	
	 Dependence of voltage on horizontal distance of droplet
travel, for impingement on the lower edge of the positive
plate, at various values of the vertical position of droplet
release for heptane.
Fig. 6	 Dependence of electrostatic field intensity on horizon-
tal distance of droplet travel, for impingement on the
lower edge of the positive plate, at various values of the
vertical position of droplet release, for water.
	 A
Fig. 7	 Dependence of electrostatic field intensity on horizon-
tal distance of droplet travel, for impingement on the
lower edge of the positive plate, at various values of the
vertical position of droplet release, for heptane.
I
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Fig. 8 Dependence of the charge-to-mass ratio of the
droplets on the voltage difference between the
plates for water.
Fig. 9 Dependence of the charge-to-mass ratio of the
droplets on the electric field intensity for water.
Fig. 10 Dependence of the charge-to-mass ratio of the
a
droplets on the distance of droplet travel for
water.
Fig. 11 Dependence of the charge-to-mass ratio of the
droplets on the voltage difference between the
plates for heptane.	 y
Fig. 12 Dependence of the charge-to-mass ratio of the
t droplets on the electric field intensity for
	 I
heptane.
Fig. 13 Dependence of the charge-to-mass ratio of the
• x
droplets on the distance of droplet travel for
heptane.
Fig. 14 Dependence of the ratio of the charge on the
droplet to the square of its radius on the voltage
difference between theplates for water.
Fig. 15 Dependence of the ratio of the charge on the
droplet to the square of its radius on the electric
field intensity for water.
4
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F	 Fig. 16	 Dependence of the ratio of the charge on the droplet
to the square of its radius on the distance of droplet
' travel for water.
Fig. 17	 Dependence of the ratio of the charge on the droplet
to the square of its radius on the voltage difference
between the plates for heptane.
Fig. 18	 Depe..ndence of the ratio of the charge bri the droplet
to the sq\,zare of its radius on the electric field in-
- tensity for water.
Fig. 19	 Dependence of the ratio of the charge on the droplet
to the square of its radius on the distance of droplet
travel for heptane.
Fig. 20	 Schematic diagram of a droplet-positioning apparatus,
based on an electrostatic-field principle, for use
under conditions of negligible gravitational forces.
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